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NOTATION
D differential operator
F force
“ - &
L rotor mass eccentricity
M o «rotor end moment
2TT (â) . ,N^ =   \^ lcy^  dy \1 / (Ockvirk load Number)
rotor general receptance coefficient; also unstable oil whirl bearing paramet
Q unstable oil whirl bearing parameter.
R p radius of bearing bore.
2 nr /I V—  ^ / XS = --—  I Idyl dy (Sommerfelt load number)CO 1mr
¥ load on bearing
V 3hat
a oil displacement force coefficient
b ' oil velocity force coefficient
c radial clearance of bearing
d diameter of bearing bore
e journal centre eccentricity frombearing centre
g gravitational constant
h clearance between journal and bearingat angle ©
k shaft stiffness
1 bearing length, also rotor span
m rotor mass
n oil force coefficient for synchronous whirl
P oil pressure, also rotor receptan ce coefficient
q oil flow per unit bearing length
r rotor displacement due to bending, also journal displacement along line of centres
s journal displacement perpendicular to line of centres
t time
u = y^, also oil velocity in circumferential direct
X journal displacement perpendicular to the direction of journal static load
y journal displacement in the opposite direct to direction of journal static load, also rotor displacement directly due to journal displacement, also oil film radial coordine
z oil film axial coordinate
Non-dimensional oil displacement force COefficient
p non-dimensional oil velocity force coeffic:Iir non-dimensional distance of rotor mass fron journals, also compound oil coefficient
&  =
/
ec
1
journal eccentricity ratio
non-dimensional oil film stiffness at stability boundary
'f = ---2D
^  journal attitude angle
(jj angular velocities, phase velocities
absolute viscosity, also rotor flexibility coefficient
g. circumferential reference angle withinoil film, also journal force and dis­placement lag angles
O^b^  _ -y. ratio of rotor whirl frequency tor running frequency
phase reference angle of rotor out-of* balance masses
INTRODUCTION
Object of the work
The work of this thesis is intended as a contribu­
tion. to the understanding of the influence of hydro­
dynamic journal bearings on the whirling motion of the 
rotors of turbo-alternator sets.
Since about the beginning of this century t.his 
type of machine has provided almost all the electrical 
power consumed in the world. It will continue to be 
used to meet t.he rapidly expanding demand for electrical 
power in the foreseeable future because of the lack of 
success of more direct methods of energy conversion.
Due to their long history, present turbo-alternator 
designs are based on proven practices and tried empirical 
methods. Hence this thesis can be fairly described as 
yet another instance of science following well behind 
engineering practice.
It is probably true that in answer to his question 
"¥hy do you think this design will work?" an engineer is 
often more reassured to hear the reply "It has worked on 
n. previous occasions" than to be given a justification 
of the design on the basis of a scientific analysis. In 
the case of the whirling problems associated with turbo­
alternator rotors, the turbine engineer has had no choice 
but to rely on experience since there has been practically 
no guidance from science on the dynamic characteristics of 
hydrodynamic journal bearings which often dominate the 
dynamic problem. That the engineer has succeeded so 
admirably is due partly to his ingenuity but also to the 
remarkably favourable dynamic characteristics of oil 
bearings which he has appreciated and used but not fully 
understood.
The need for a scientific approach has become more 
urgent as, in the interests of efficiency, the size of 
turbo-alternator sets has continued to increase. For 
since the diameter of the rotor discs in the final 
stages of large sets are limited by centrifugal stress 
considerations, the trend has been to increase the 
length of the sets. To some extent this has been 
achieved by increasing the length of the individual rotor 
spans which makes them correspondingly more flexible and 
thus more prone to whirling problems.
If whirling problems are going to appear they will 
do so at a late stage in the commissioning of a set when 
at best delays are expensive and at worst the machine 
may not be able to operate safely. Turbo-alternator 
rotors have a large capacity for rotational kinetic
energy and any conditions, such as whirling, which 
encourage conversion of rotational energy to flexural 
or translational motion of the rotor are thus potentially 
serious, Less drastically, a rough running rotor CjQuld 
result in rapid wear and the harmful effect on other 
components of the associated vibration of the whole set 
could mean a reduction in the useful life of the set.
Considerations such as these have inspired much 
study of the influence of the dynamic characteristics of 
journal bearings on rotor whirl, the results of which 
have only fairly recently begun to provide useful 
quantitative data. This thesis will show that the
theory is now at a stage where it can predict the 
significant features of the oil whirl of simple rotor 
systems and will suggest that, together with the numerical 
facilities of modern high speed digital computers, a 
prediction of the whirl behaviour of the largest turbo­
alternator sets is now also attainable.
DESCRIPTION of the SYSTEM
For the purposes of vibration analysis, a turbo 
alternator set can be considered as an assembly of 
three sub-systems:
i bearing housings and set foundation 
ii oil films 
iii rotor
In the present analyses, the bearing housings and 
set foundations are assumed immovable. It is realised 
that on account of the fabrication methods used, the 
relative stiffness and mass of this subsystem probably 
decreases in proportion to the size of the set so as to 
be sufficiently low to effect the whirling motion of the 
largest assemblies particularly. However, here the
approach has been to emphasise the influence of the 
dynamic force characteristics of oil bearings about which 
the lack of information seems to have been the main 
stumbling block for a realistic dynamic analysis.
In Part 1 theories for the dynamic force character­
istics of hydrodynamic journal bearings and of rotors 
are discussed.
The dynamic characteristics of the bearings are 
considered in Chapter 1 where, as throughout the work, 
attention is restricted to the case of plain, cylindrical, 
laminar and incompressible flow, hydrodynamic journal 
bearings, hereafter called journal bearings.
The receptance method for the analysis of rotor 
whirl is described and developed in Chapter 2. The most
usual type of turbo-al te m a t  or rotor is considered, 
constructed from discs which are either shrunk on to 
or integral with a stepped shaft, the rotor assembly 
being practically rotationally symmetric. The
gyroscopic effects of the rotor discs should be examined 
in a more complete analysis but are usually small for 
rotors which do not overhang and are neglected through­
out the present work.
In all cases the rotor is considered to be mounted 
horizontally which implies that the static bearing load 
required for the calculation of the bearing running 
conditions is due to gravitational attraction on the 
rotor.
DESCRIPTION of the SYSTEM’S DYNAMIC PHENOMENA
It will be found in Chapter 2 that the condition 
in which a rotor does not rotate but lies at the bottom 
of its journals is not a trivial one for the purposes 
of the present work if the journals are then assumed to 
provide a support which prevents transverse translation 
but offers no restraint to transverse rotation - 
hereafter called a simple support. The system has 
theoretical rather than practical importance since the 
dynamic analysis of it provides results which are useful

for fuller analyses wh-ich take account of support 
f1exi billty.
In tbe present work attention will be confined to 
cases in which the rotor is rotating and rotating fa,st 
enough to form hydrodynamic oil films under its journals. 
If the rotor could be perfectly balanced and was stable 
on the oil films supporting it, the axis of rotation of 
the rotor including the centres of the rotor’s journals 
would take up a unique position of equilibrium within 
its journal bearings which will be referred to as the 
position of static equilibrium. Thus if it is 
remembered that in the present context the terms 'static’ 
and ’dynamic’ will always be used with reference to the 
rotor rotational axis, there should be no ambiguity 
between them and the terms ’not rotating’ and 'rotating.’
The whirl of a rotating rotor is defined as any 
orbital motion of points on the rotor rotational axis 
in planes normal to the bearing axis.
For a flexible rotor supported in oil film bearings, 
whirl normally consists of the combined effect of the 
flexing of the rotor and whirl of the rotor journals 
relative to the bearings and is then defined as oil 
whirl. There are at least two different types of oil 
whirl and these are considered separately in Part 2 and 
Part 3 respectively.
The theoretical and experimental investigation 
described in Part 2 is concerned with the response of 
a rotor supported on oil film bearings to the forcing 
effect of its inherent out-of-balance. The response 
is normally an oil whirl with a frequency equal to 
that of the rotor running frequency and is therefore 
known as synchronous whirl. For a running frequency 
in the vicinity of a natural frequency of the rotor on 
simple supports, synchronous whirl is observed to 
exhibit a resonance which, however, is normally mild 
for a well balanced rotor.
Part 3 describes a theoretical and experimental 
investigation of a second type of oil whirl attributable 
to instability caused by the oil films. The instability 
can be sudden and can lead to rotor displacement 
amplitudes at the journals of the order of the bearing 
clearance. The whirl usually has a frequency just 
below half the rotor running frequency when it is 
called half speed whirl, oil whip or unstable oil whirl. 
The last term shall be used throughout this work,
A third type of oil whirl has been observed with 
a frequency locked onto an exact fraction e.g. -J-, ^ . .
of the rotor running frequency. This whirl is
probably a consequence of non-linear force characteris­
tics of the oil film. Since the analytical approach
used in tlie present work assumes that the oil film 
forces are linear with respect to journal displacement 
and velocity, this type of whirl could not be predicted. 
The whirl was observed experimentally but only on rare 
occasi ons.
PART 1 
Dynamic force characteristics of 
hydrodynamic journal hearings and 
of flexible rotors
CHAPTER
Hydrodynamic oil pressure force on statically loaded and dynamically loaded rotating journals
The purpose of this chapter is to concisely review 
those parts of hydrodynamic journal bearing theory 
which describe the unique ability of these bearings to 
support static and dynamic transverse loads.
A brief description of journal bearing operation 
and of the theory of the oil pressure forces on a 
statically loaded rotating journal are preludes to the 
dynamic case which is more fully discussed and to the 
theory of which a contribution is made.
1.1. Hydrodynamic lubrication of plain cylindricaljournal bearings
1.1 - 1 ‘Nature of hydrodynamic journal bearing 
lubrication.
It usually surprises the uninitiated to learn that 
a transversely loaded journal which is rapidly rotating 
in a cylindrical bearing, to the clearance of which is 
supplied an appropriately yiscous fluid, drags the 
fluid around and underneath it in such a way that the 
journal literally floats upon a film of fluid as shown 
diagrammatically in Fig. 1.1.
The surprise is natural. In fact the primary 
purpose of the fluid is usually to reduce the friction 
between journal and bearing caused by their relative 
motion under heavy transverse loading. The designers
of early journal bearings realised that this end was 
achieved basically by making the mating surfaces slippery 
For low speed, high load, poorly machined bearings the 
reasoning is sound, for oils and greases are much more 
efficient for that purpose than other non-slippery 
substances. These greasy lubricants are characterised
by long chain molecular structures and operate chiefly 
by slightly separating the surfaces in relative motion 
so that the lubricant molecules are sheared thereby 
reducing the mutual shearing of surface protrusions 
which appears to be the mechanism of dry friction. The 
improvement is known as boundary lubrication,
When shafts with well machined, lightly loaded 
journals began operating at high speeds it became 
evident that new factors were coming into play and 
experimental investigation of the system by Towers in 
1883 (ref. 1) and 1886 (ref. 2) revealed the situation 
described at the beginning of this section. In a 
paper in 1886 (ref. 3) Reynolds explained the mechanism 
by which pressure was generated in a viscous fluid if
it was sheared into a converging wedge between two 
surfaces in relative motion. In the case of a journal 
bearing the converging wedge is formed in the clearance 
between the journal and bearing from 0 = 0 to G = IT
and the relative motion is caused by the journal's 
rotation.
Due to the formation of this self-generated pressure 
film, journal bearings offer at least three major 
advantages to the designers of bearings for heavy, high 
speed rotors :
1. Low friction (mainly because of the relatively 
large separation of the moving surfaces).
2. Low peak load stress (since the journal load
is carried over the whole of the projected bearing area).
3- Favourable dynamic properties (with the 
exception of problems of stability).
The present work is restricted to the nature of 
this third advantage for the appreciation of which 
Reynold's equation is an almost inevitable starting 
point.
1.1 - 2 Reynold's equation.
Reynold's equation may be derived from first 
principles or from the Navier-Stokes equations (ref 4).
For the case of a laminar, incompressible lubricant 
and the journal bearing configuration of Fig 1.1, a 
general practical form of the equation is:
-i Af-ânA + -2- (—  = 600^ + 12 V
R j 0>z 3 z  J
_____________________________________  (l-l)
To arrive at this equation several assumptions are
necessary and most of these are well justified by the
2c ^  1fact that usually d 1000
The significance of the equation for bearing load 
carrying analysis is that it implicitly relates the 
pres sure generated at any point in the oil film to the 
major bearing variables. If this relation could be
made explicit, the total oil pressure force on the
journal could be obtained by integrating the pressure 
profile circumferentially around and axially across the 
oil film.
The oil frictional forces are negligible compared
with the oil pressure forces since they are usually of
2 c / \the order of -g- smaller than them (ref. 5) •
A serious restriction of the theory from the point 
of view of the design of bearings for the largest
turbo-alternators , most of wbicli operate witli turbulent 
oil films, is that tbe analysis of the turbulent 
equations corresponding to equation 1.1 is at an early 
stage of development.
Since it will become apparent tbat a satisfactory 
analysis of the dynamic behaviour of journals in 
hydrodynamic bearings depends on a correct static 
analysis, a short review of the state of the theory on 
static operation follows. The reader is also referred
to a recent general review by Harwell (ref.3 9 )*
1.2. Hydrodynamic oil pressure force on a statically loaded rotating journal
In this case V = o in equation 1.1 which becomes
i ^ ^  ______  (1 .2 :
R
There is no closed form solution of equation 1.2. 
The approach has therefore been either to solve 
simple speoial oases of equation 1,2 analytically or 
to use numerical methods to solve the full equation.
1.2 - 1 Analytical solution of simple special 
cases of Reynold*s equation.
Much analytical work has been confined to two 
special cases of equation 1.2 which are associated 
with the names of Sommerfelt (ref. 6) and Ockvirk 
(ref. 7 ) respectively.
If a bearing is assumed to be so long that the
pressure gradient in the .axial direction is negligible
i.e. = 0, equation 1.2 becomes: _dx *
2^  Ér] = 6u)âÜ _____________  (1-3)r" d8 [t) aej
Alternatively, if the bearing is assumed to be so 
short that the flow due to the pressure gradients in 
the circumferential direction is negligible when
pressure flow, i.e. fîL- 22 ] = q , equation 1.2
compared with circumferential shear flow and axial
1 £p
_______________  (1.4)
becomes :
Both equation I .3 and equation 1.4 are readily 
integrated and have been most useful in providing a 
simple approximate description of journal bearing 
operation. The integrations yield dimensionless load 
numbers which are functions of the variables 
influencing the bearing running condition and relate 
the steady load on a journal to the equilibrium 
running position of the journal centre. For the long 
bearing case:
„ , , , „ w 2ir /2c\ (1 .5 )Sommerfelt number, S =  ^ J ----------
while for the short bearing case:
ockvirk load number, ~
(a - 0
Some solutions are based, on interpolations between 
these two limiting cases. For example using a pro­
cedure due to Galerkin and making a simplifying 
assumption about the axial pressure profile, Korovschinski; 
(ref. 8) has obtained such a solution,
1.2 - 2 Numerical solutions of Reynold's
equati on.
Solutions of equation 1.2 by reiterative or 
relaxation methods have been given by Cameron & Wood 
(ref,4o), Sassenfeld & Walther (ref.4l) and Pinkus & 
Sternlicht (ref. k ). The results of these methods 
are as accurate as any available at present.
Potentially an even more accurate method is that 
of Motosh (ref, 9 ). Although a large amount of 
numerical work is involved, by taking acount of the 
circumferential variation of lubricant viscosity this 
method overcomes a basic defect of all the other methods.
1.2 " 3 Uncertainty of circumferential extent
of oil film pressure.
No matter what method has been used for the 
solution of the oil pressure profile in bearings of 
finite width the circumferential extent of the oil 
film pressure, that is the location of and @ ^ ,
has been a matter for considerable conjecture. For
if it is assumed that a laminar flow of lubricant 
fills the clearance, equation 1,2 normally requires 
the lubricant to supply a negative (with respect to 
atmosphere) pressure over part of the diverging 
clearance space, T\Thile there is some experimental 
evidence to suggest that small negative pressures can 
occur, for example recently in (ref, 10), the measured 
pressure distribution usually resembles that shown in 
Fig. 1,1.
That the literature contains solutions with a wide 
variety of assumptions about the film extent is shown 
by the selection given in Table 1, Fig, 1.7. The 
eccentricityy^attitude and loady^eccentricity relations 
corresponding to some of these assumptions are compared 
in Fig. 1.2 and Fig, 1.3 respectively.
1.3. Hydrodynamic pressure force on a dynamicallyloaded rotating journal
1.3 - 1 Nature of the problem.
The work on oil pressure forces on transversely 
moving journals may be divided into those studies in 
which the journal amplitude is of the same order as 
the bearing clearance and into those in which the 
amplitude is much smaller than the bearii^g clearance.
The former case is particularly of application 
to the design of big end bearings for reciprocating 
engines and is characterised by the fact that the 
whole oil regime usually rotates with the journal.
Since this problem is of considerable mathematical 
complexity because of the highly non-linear form of the 
oil forces, early approaches were directed at calculation^ 
the transverse displacement of a journal under a given 
external loading cycle or at calculating the oil force 
on a journal for a given cycle of journal transverse 
displacement. This approach avoids taking account 
of the journal inertia force.
In the next chapter it will be shown that the 
inertia loadings at the journals of a turbo-alternator 
rotor are fairly complicated functions of the journal 
displacements. On the credit side, however, in this 
problem the chief interest lies in that range of journal
displacements which, are small relative to the bearing 
clearance. For, with the case of ont-of-balance 
excitation, journal amplitudes greater than .001 in 
are usually considered serious and this compares with 
bearing radial clearances of up to .010 in. For the 
purposes of stability analyses, although it would be 
useful to understand the nature of the fully developed 
instability, the primary concern of a turbine designer 
must be to avoid the initiation of any instability - a 
small amplitude problem. Based on these considerations, 
linearisation of the oil forces has been taken as the 
first step towards a satisfactory solution and the 
theoretical and experimental investigations of this 
thesis show that the potential of these linearised 
forces to predict the whirling behaviour of turbo­
alternator rotors is great. The reliability of 
predictions based on the linear oil force approximation 
must be questionable until the accuracy of the 
linearisation itself has been justified. The
experimental work of this thesis goes some way towards 
providing evidence for such a justification.
A possibility which the linear oil force analyses 
cannot reveal is that of non-linear modes of instability. 
This feature has recently attracted attention in analyses
•which take account of simple rotor inertias and include 
non-linear oil force components. Further reference 
will be made to these analyses after a review of the 
work on the linear oil force approach.
1.3 “ 2 Linear approximations to the
hydrodynamic oil pressure force on a dynamically loaded 
journal.
In 1926 Hummel (ref.11) suggested a theory for
the vibration of rotating journal on an oil film in
which, referring to the frames of reference shown in
Fig. 1.6, the incremental forces F , F exerted on ar s
journal by an oil film in response to small displace­
ments r, s of the journal from its position of static 
equilibrium were of the form:
F
F
a rr a rs
a sr a ss
(1-7)
The à , which are calculable from hydrodynamic 
theory, will be referred to as displacement force 
coefficients.
Successive improvement,' of the theory has led to 
the form:
F
F
a + b D rr rr
a + b D sr sr a + b DSS ss
(1 .8)
where the as correspond to those in equation 1.7* The 
hs , which are also calculable from hydrodynamic theory, 
will be referred to as velocity force coefficients.
The equation is more convenient when expressed in non- 
dimensional form 
Fc¥ F
D D “1
(1.9)
where o( ¥ a
p) = fr b.c¥
In the West an important intermediate step between 
the two forms was provided by the work of Hagg (ref.12) 
and Poritsky (ref. 13) . The final form has been the 
basis of the work of several writers: Hori (ref.l^),
Holmes (refs.15)1^, Pinkus & Sternlicht (ref. 4), Lund 
& Sternlicht (ref.17)» Morrison (ref.18) and Morrison 
& Paterson (ref,19).
In the U.S.S.R. the development of the form is 
described by Korovschinskii (ref. 8 )♦
Almost all of the above papers were concerned with 
the problem of unstable oil whirl and it appears that 
the form equation 1.9 does predict many of the features 
of the instability that have been observed. However, 
as shown by the selection of results given in Fig. 1.4
Xqvge rjiffei^enoes t between the nviuioriohl vfAlvieM
suggested for the force coefficients presumably because 
of the variety of assumptions made when defining the 
steady running conditions of the bearings.
In this respect, Morrison's contribution (ref.18) 
is useful since it gives a general form for the dis­
placement force coefficients in terms of steady running 
bearing data which can be obtained theoretically or 
experimentally. It also shows that for the short 
bearing case, simple relations should exist between the 
velocity force coefficients and the displacement force 
coefficients, independently of film extent. Direct
experimental determination of all eight coefficients had 
seemed improbable. However, Morrison's work is 
contributing to the experimental determination of 
displacement fore© coefficients being made by Holmes 
in Loughborough and to the experimental determination of 
the velocity force coefficients being made by L. Paterson 
in Glasgow.
It was in the above context that the writer set out 
to consider the nature of the velocity force coefficients 
for a long bearing and in particular to try to determine 
whether in this case, as for the short bearing case, 
simple relations existed between the velocity and 
displacement force coefficients. The result of this
work is given in Appendix 1. Briefly, it was found 
that definition of the oil film extent has a vital 
effect on two of the sought relations. The most
general end conditions used were independent of film 
extent and suggested that three of the four velocity 
force coefficients were related to the displacement 
force coefficients in the same simple way as for the 
short bearing case. Despite several attempts, no 
simple relation could be found for the fourth velocity 
force coefficient.
The above result has already been assumed by Smith 
(ref.2 0 ). The coefficients which he has plotted are
probably as good as any available at present and will 
be used later in this work. The limiting cases of 
the .short and long bearing coefficients are plotted in 
Fig. 1.5 in terms of axes aligned with the direction of 
the steady journal transverse load. In this form the 
coefficients are more useful for general rotor/bearing 
analyses than those expressed in terms of axes aligned 
with the line of centres, the attitude of which changes 
for different bearing operating conditions. The transfer 
tion is given in Fig, 1.6.
1.3 " 3 Non-linear approximations to the
hydrodynamic oil pressure force on a statically loaded 
journal.
In the U.S.S.R., Korovschinskii (ref. 8) was probably 
among the first to seriously question the validity of 
stability analyses based on the assumption of linear oil 
force characteristics.
Among early work in the West is the digital investi­
gations of Reddi & Trumpler (ref. 2l) and Milne (ref.22). 
The former took account of the non-linear oil force 
components of a 3^0^ film in an analysis of the insta­
bility of a journal with mass while Milne used in addition 
the short bearing oil film equations to examine the 
behaviour of a massless journal under imposed displace­
ment and load cycles,.
Jennings & Ockvirk (ref.23) and Huggins (ref.24) 
have investigated the possibility of using analogue 
computer methods for taking account of non-linear oil 
force components. Simplified oil force forms were
used in both cases.
The effect of non-linear oil force components in 
short and long 3^0° oil films on the stability of a 
journal with mass has been investigated by digital,

analogue and experimental methods in Loughborough, 
reported in (ref's. 1 6 ,3),
Someya (ref.23) has examined the effect of non­
linear oil film forces at the stability boundary of a 
flexible rotor.
The non-linear oil force analyses referred to above 
have shown that it is possible to take account of non­
linear terms in the oil force equations for the whirl 
analysis of simple journal systems. The experimental
work reported with idealised bearings has shown 
confirmation of the predictions of these analyses, 
including limitations of the linear oil force theory.
The extent to which it is possible or desirablTe to 
take full account of the non-linear oil force components 
in analyses of the whirling of turbo-alternator systems 
will be briefly discussed in sect. 5.1*
CHAPTER 2
Receptances at the journals of whirling, flexible rotors
A variety of approaches exist for the analysis of 
the dynamic behaviour of flexible rotors. The approach 
adopted will usually be decided by the extent to which 
account is to be taken of the various rotor imperfections 
and asymmetries or of the rotor support flexibilities 
which are always present to some extent in practice.
These effects include:
eccentricity of rotor mass centre axis from the 
rotational centre axis (mass out-of-balance), 
lack of straightness of rotor shaft. 
asymmetry of transverse bending stiffness at a 
rotor section (shaft ovality, slots, keyways etc.) 
gravitational sag.
internal damping (hysteresis stress effect of rotor 
material, cramp fits of shrunk on discs.)
flexibility of rotor supports (oil film, bearing 
housing and housing foundation flexibilities).
Under appropriate conditions, each of these factors 
can play a dominant part in rotor dynamic behaviour.
It turns out that in the case of large turbo-alternator
sets the first and last factors mentioned are usually 
of primary importance. There are at least two different 
approaches to the analysis of this problem which take 
account of these two factors.
One approach is by the transfer matrix method 
recently set out by Pestel & Leckie (ref.26) and used by 
Koenig (ref.2?). Briefly, this method involves describing 
the condition of the dynamic system by state vectors 
while the system’s dynamic characteristics are included 
in point and field matrices. Sequential multiplication 
of the characteristic matrices and substitution of the 
restrained components of the state vectors allows 
solution of the system’s behaviour.
An alternative approach is by a receptance method. 
Some features of this method have been set out in a 
group of recent papers (refs. 28 , 29 » 30 , 3 1 )
where the analyses were largely confined to the behaviour 
of rotors supported on ideal (defined as clamped, 
pinned, free or sliding) supports or on elastic supports 
with rotational symmetry. The general rotor
receptances described in the present chapter, although 
admittedly in a most inconvenient form for general 
stability analyses, are intended to represent the 
effective inertia forces at the journals of rotors
supported in any bearings. If tbe bearing forces are 
also known in terms of tbe journal displacements, as in 
tbe present case for oil bearings (Chapter l), the rotor 
equation of motion can be set up. Derived from these 
f0 üuf feOep(ihiiûëë feoopbauoos oorresponding
to harmonic motion of a rotor which are intended for the 
analysis of harmonic rotor motion in any bearings, 
provided the system is stable, as for the synchronous 
whirl analyses of Chapter 3. The receptances correspon­
ding to harmonic motion are also of use in certain 
specialised stability analyses such as in section 5*6 - 2
The present use of the receptance method relies on 
the orthogonal properties of the rotor modal matrix 
corresponding to the natural frequencies of the rotor 
on simple supports. These modes and frequencies can
be determined in a variety of ways e.g. transfer matrix 
method (ref.26 ), rotor receptance method (ref.29), 
flexibility matrix method (ref.32). Although the input 
data for the first two methods is more readily obtainable 
than that for the third this is balanced by the fact that 
the frequency equation for the third method is usually in 
a convenient form for solution. In a manner suggested 
to the writer by Morrison, the orthogonal properties of 
the rotor modal matrix are used to take account of mass 
out-of-balance and bearing flexibility for a single-span 
rotor.
The single span case is of considerable practical 
interest since the rotors of multi-span sets are balanced 
individually. Additionally, if the transverse flexi­
bility of the couplings of a flexibly coupled multi-span 
set was of an order of magnitude higher than the rotor 
flexibilities, then the rotors would scarcely influence 
each others whirling behaviour. The whirling 
characteristics of such a set could therefore be analysed 
by using the receptances of the individual uncoupled 
rotors.
The analysis is extended to give a method for the 
calculation of the receptances of multi-span rotors which 
are, in accordance with modern practice, rigidly coupled. 
The effect of couplings of intermediate transverse 
flexibility is not considered.
The receptance concept is considered first of all 
with respect to simple rotors, which are useful for 
preliminary studies of mass-out-of-balance and support 
flexibility.

2.1 Receptances of simple rotors
2.1 - 1 Rigid rotor
The unsymmetrical (with respect to axial mass 
distribution) rigid rotor shown, in Fig. 2.1 is simul­
taneously rotating about its geometric centre and 
whirling about its static equilibrium position, the 
axis joining the origin of the bearings at L and R.
For the purposes of practical dynamic analysis, 
the rotor has been approximated by n concentrated masses 
connected by rigid massless shaft lengths. No matter 
how carefully a rotor is manufactured, in practice it 
is never possible to ensure that the rotor’s mass axis 
coincides exactly with its geometric axis. In fact 
the mass axis will normally be fairly randomly displaced 
by a slight amount relative to the geometric axis and 
some account of this has been taken by allocating an 
eccentricity and phase angle to each of the
concentrated masses of the approximating rotor.
If it is initially assumed that the rotor is free 
from imperfections including the mass eccentricities, 
the fact that the rotor is rotating will not effect the 
inertia loads at its journals due to the whirling. In 
the vertical plane the inertia load corresponding to mass 
m . is :
Fyi - D
D^m [x^y + (1 - ifj y^]1 —  - L
where D is the differential operator with respect to 
time. Thus the total inertia loadings at the journals are
= - Z. Ifc ^i=l i=l
. i=l  ^ i = l ^
When the form of the bearing reaction is known the 
stability of the rotor motion can be investigated.
Let the rotor mass eccentricity now be considered so 
that at any time the projection of a typical eccentricity 
in the vertical plane is L^ sin ( CO^t 4- , where is the
rotational phase velocity of the rotor. Then rotation
results in harmonic excitation of the rotor so that, if 
the system is stable and if the bearing force can be 
expressed by a function, both of D (or powers of d ) and 
the bearing characteristics, which operates only on the 
journal displacement vector (a linear force response), 
the motion will be describable by a linear differential 
equation, D = i , and the effective rotor inertia forces 
in the vertical plane at the rotor journals are:
FYL
FYR
L +
w.
*J ]
r .  n
n ® + 'j/)
-%. 2
The matrix operators expressed in terms of D as for 
equation 2.1 will be referred to as general receptance 
matrices while those with D = ilO^ or D = i\(A^ > , where \ 
is real, will be referred to simply as receptance matrices.
Although the full inertia forces at the journals 
include horizontal components these are clearly similar 
to vertical components to which attention will be restricted 
for the sake of brevity.
2.1 2 Single mass flexible rotor
In Pig. 2.2 is shown the idealised case of a 
concentrated mass whirling on a massless flexible shaft 
about a static equilibrium position which, as for all 
flexible rotors, is the vertically downwards deflection of 
the shaft due to gravity. For the present purposes, in 
dealing with ideal rotors it will be convenient to refer to 
this datum as a straight line and this will introduce 
negligible . errors. Because the shafts flexibility allows i 
rotor to bow when whirling, to evaluate the effective

rotor inertia load at the journals in terms of the 
journal displacements it is necessary to express the 
rotor elastic deflection r in terms of the journal 
displacements. If initially the mass eccentricity is
neglected :
pYL 2= - M D (y+r) 1$ = ( V ^ R ^ ^ %
FYR (i-3) (1-3)
2.3
where ( k., + ) is the total stiffness of the shaft at theLj jtv
mas s .
r —
Thus
- mD
(ki^+k^) + M D' y =
- D y 2.4
where = -----
M
P.YL
PyR
2. pLÔ, + D
Hence, eliminating r in equation 2.3
y  TT(i -7s)
J ^R
2.5
If account is taken of the mass eccentricity, then 
the journal forces in the vertical plane corresponding 
to a stable harmonic whirl can be expressed as follows, 
when the bearing response is of the type described in 
sect. 2.1 - 1:
FYL ■  -3^ ‘^ L L sxnuJ,t 2 . 6
FYR 2If (IJ) ^-3) ^R
where the phase of the mass eccentricity is referred to 
the X axis.
For the symmetrical case lb = (l— ^
^
, ^  2k = ffl-
and the equations corresponding to equation 2.5 and 
equation 2.6 are:
F - ^   2.7y 10^ -+ d 2 y
k 2 8and F = — ^ ( y  + L sin Ud^t ) --------------y VAJ^ — 00^
The phase velocity 0O4. is the one at which the rotor 
freely vibrates when supported on simple supports and is 
Icnown as the rotor natural frequency. If the rotor 
is placed in simple supports (y^ = = O) and rotated
at its natural frequency ( U)^  = U!), ) equation 2.6 predicts tha 
the journal forces will tend to become infinitely large 
and from this result equation 2.3 predicts that the mass 
deflection r will also tend to become infinitely large.
When the rotor is mounted in flexible supports
( T - 0 , Y ^ O )  it would appear from equation 2.6 that the b R
same form of result holds. In fact where the support is 
equivalent to a simple radial spring, the rotor mass will
be supported by the radial spring stiffness in series with 
the rotor shaft stiffness and this will simply have the 
effect of lowering the running frequency at which infinitely 
large amplitudes are predicted.
It is only when account is taken of other of the 
system's dynamic characteristics such as unusual bearing 
reactions, equation 1.8, that the theory can explain why 
it is quite possible for well balanced flexible rotors to 
run relatively smoothly through the natural frequency 
range.
2.2 Receptances of single-span flexible rotors
2.2 - 1 Balanced flexible rotor on simple supports
As a preliminary step towards the analysis of the 
motion of an unbalanced flexible rotor on flexible 
supports consider the balanced flexible rotor on simple 
supports shown in Fig. 2.3. As for the rigid rotor 
case of section 2.1 - 1, the actual rotor has been 
approximated by concentrated masses but on this occasion 
the intervening shaft elements are flexible (a Myklestad 
rotor ref. 33)* For simplicity the analysis is expressed 
in terms of three masses and of the projection of the 
system in the vertical plane.
y"
Tlie journal forces are readily obtained in terms of 
the interspan inertia forces:
F ^YL
FYR
F.Y1
F,Y2
F.Y3
The interspan inertia forces are expressible as
2. 9
-1
FY1 - V u V a "
FY2 = - M r 2 2 = V u v ^ ^2
FY3 VfS _"3.
2. 10
where , the flexibility matrix, can be calculated
from the theory of structures and is always symmetrical, 
by the Reciprocal Theorem.. It is easier to work with 
here than its inverse, the rotor stiffness matrix. From 
equation 2,10:
: ' / ‘.î ", ‘
Î . J J ;  V
V„ V,, V.S
T)u
^23 % “3"'3
2 , 11
Simplify this equation by
1i Putting D‘
ii Following a method described by Morris (ref.32 ), 
premultiply both sides by
/^l 0
0 &
0 0
0
0 2.12
 Jm.
and let 7},^  ’ “ l^ il = ^ JJ
etc. Then equation 2.11 becomes
's/
%2. ^2
% 3 _®3_
0 2.13
The frequency determinant corresponding to equation 
2.13 has been called a characteristic value equation and 
since it frequently occurs in vibration analysis its 
solution has attracted much attention. Considerable 
effort used to be required for the solution of such 
equations but the advent of fast electronic computers 
has considerably improved the situation. An account of 
recent methods has been given by Michaelson (ref. 34 ).
The orthogonal properties of the modes of rotor 
deflection corresponding to the roots of the characteristic 
equation are well known and are derived in Appendix 2 
for the present context. Because of the symmetry of 
equation 2.13, the normalised modal matrix is also 
symmetrical.
Using the orthogonal properties,
0 0 ^11 ^12 ^13 Tr 0 0 '^11 ^12 S13
0 V 0 ^12 ^22 ^23 0 tr 0 "12 ^22 ^23
0 0 tr ^13 ^23 S33 0 0 IT _^13 ^23 S^3
2. l4
Substituting equations A . 2j6 and .. 2.14 into 
equation 2.13:
:,
r r/r"^
;V'7
/ ''T:
T,3
®11 ®12 ®13
®12 ®22 ®23
®13 ®23 ®33
TfCO 0
0 TT 0
0 0 'î^-t
^11 "l2 ^13 ^1
^12 ^22 ^23 ^2
^13 ^23 ^33 ^3
2 15
The characteristic matrix of equation 2.13 has thus 
been diagonalised. The rotor elastic deflections and
hence the journal forces are simple harmonic functions, 
the amplitudes of which will depend on the initial condi­
tions of the free vibration.
2.2 - 2 Balanced flexible rotor on flexible supports
The same rotor of Fig. 2.3 is shown in Fig. 2.4 
whirling in flexible supports at L and R. Since for a 
turbo-alternator rotor in oil bearings the journal displace­
ments from the static equilibrium position Y , y , X , X ,Iv R b R
are usually of the same order as the rotor elastic 
deflection r, analyses based on the assumption of simple 
supports could conceivably be quite misleading.
Although equation 2.9 still holds, equation 2*10 
must be modified to show the effect on the inertia 
loading of the journal displacements. If mass eccentrici­
ties are neglected, then in the vertical plane:

F,Y1
F,Y2
Y3
-  D
+ Yif
“2 ^ 2 + Yg) 2. 16
“ 3 ^ ^3 + Y 3 )
y. is simply expressed in terms of Y , Y.p Howeveri b Jrv. i
to obtain the journal forces F , F in terms of they b  yJrv
journal displacements, that is to obtain the rotor 
receptance at the journals, the elastic deflections r^ 
must also be expressed in terms of Y ^ , Y ^ . This can be 
done by using the orthogonal modal properties already 
discussed.
Corresponding to equation 2.11, in the present case:
1 ^2 = te- “2(^2 + Yg)
^3 _^("3 + Y„)
2. 17
Simplify this equation in the same way as equation 2.11 
with now additionally : = u, etc. to obtain:
Tu '^ 1
®2
"^1 ^2Z f3
tr,5 ^1
t u tzz. ^2 2 18
% z td3 U 3

Substitute equation A2,6 in equationZd8 to obtain 
the equation corresponding to equation 2.1 5 :
^11 ^12 ^13
^12 ®22 ®23
®13 ®23 ®33
V f T 0 
0 T / ir
0 0
0
0
®12 ^13
®12 ®22 ^23
®13 ^23 ®33
"s11 ®12 =X3 ■ 0 . 0 ~ ^11 ^12 ^13
"l2 ®22 ®23 .0 •Ci • 0 ®12 ^22 ®23 "2
_®13 ®23 ®33 0 0 ®13 ®23 S33 ^ f3.
2. J
By premultiplications of each side, equation 2.19 reduces 
to
^11 ^12 ^13
®12 ®22 ®23
®13 ®23 ®33
0 0
0 0
^12 ^13
®12 ®22 ®23
®13, ®23 ®33
U
u
2 .2(
Using the orthogonal properties of the modal matrices:
"1 ®11®12®13
r —1 0 0 ^11^12^13
—
’^l
"2 = ^12^22^23 0 1 0 ^12^22^2? "2
U 3 ®13®23^33 0 0 1 ®13®23®33 U 3
Adding equation 2.20 and equation 2.21:
S +u 1 1
S2bU2
S3.U3
s s s 11 12 13
^12^22^23
^13^23^33
0 0
0 0 
T:0 0
s s s 11 12 13
^12^22^23
^13^23^33
—  —u1
2
u_3
__  —
%
2.21
2,22
Using equation 2.12: 
1ri+y[ I
r +y —y-' X
_
0 0
0 0 1
^11^12^13
r1>
vcV 0
®12®22®23 0 t\ 0
®13®23^33 0 0
®12®13& /  -  . ^ 0  0
r _  _  
^1
^22^2; 0 4^2 ° ^2
^23^3: ° ° i S ^3
2.23
Using equation 2.1 6 :
^ y i [I
=
^ y 3
®12^22®23
®13®23®33
0 0
0 0 'C-%
s,, s,„s11 12 13il
®12®22®2
®13^23®3:
0 0
° F 2
0 0
y
b
2.24
That is:
FY1
FY2
FY3
^11 ^12 ^13
^21 ^22 ^23
^31 ^32 S 3
y 2. 25
where
Ujk
3
k i=l =ji ki 2. 26
Substituting for Y^ in equation 2,23 from Fig.2:4- 
and then substituting equation 2.23 in equation 2.9:
FYL
YR
IS. If: S i  S 2 S 3
Si S2 S3
S i  S 2 S 3
yR
2 2 2 
s _  + s  + s'S’-'Zr, •tr-fi t-^3
S S + S ^ 2 +  ^3^3
s s  + s s  + s i i-Tr-tr^  tr-'Ü3
v^2 + V^2 + V 32
R
2. 27
where ¥. =1 h=l Si ^ his ' S  = K    2.28
or finally
F,YL
F YR
where
LL
HHL
LL
LR
RR R
2.29
¥
i=l CT'Ti)
and P
RR 
= P
i=l
LR
(T-Tc) 
KL ^ 2
i=l f-Cr-TS
2.30
T(p_] is the general rotor receptance matrix at its
journals .
2.2 - 3 Unbalanced flexible rotor on flexible
supports.
If account is taken of the rotor mass eccentricities, 
the system is assumed stable and the rotor is supported on 
the type of bearings described in section 2.1 - 1, due to 
harmonic excitation caused by rotation, D = i (a3> and the 
equation corresponding to equation 2.17 is:
77
^1 "  T?" 9,z + ^1 sin (cO^ t + )
1 "■2 _ 7?,Z T?zz + ^2 + ^2 sin {Wft + vjji )
f3_ % " ^3 + y sin ( W*t + )
2. 31
In this case the equation corresponding to equation 
2.27 is :
F,YL
FYR
r _ _ 2 2) ¥ ¥i 1 . 2 ,_b
f w V, w„v„2 2
( —t:
¥
I /X. +    +b - t
V.
Jl ■Cl
2
3V.
\-t-j
- -
Y _
1
1 . e
0
1
0 K ^11 ^ 2 ®12 ^ 3 ^ 3]
0 0 Fi ^12 F a "22 F 3 ®23
0 0 1 1a\a ^13 F a ^23 F 3 ®33
^yL Pl l Pl r
r" 1 + \ l lL2 lL3
^ÏR 1*RL ^RR 7 r_ % 1 % 2 % 3
L^ sin ((0 +t +ij>f)
L^ sin (u3.*-t +lj^) 
L3 sin (W^t +^ j)
L^ sin (W^t +[j/^)
L srn 2
L sin ( U)^ t +
2.32

where = A  = F L i = l ( ^ - T l )
2
3 V.  ' 2 33
3 V S
3 - = K %^LR % L
L ki
-  f - w )  ^=1 w  i^j
is the rotor receptance matrix at its journals for 
harmonic motion.
2.3 Receptances of multi-span flexible rotors
The analysis is confined to rigidly coupled multi-mass, 
multi-span flexible rotors,free from imperfections and 
whirling freely on flexible bearings, such as the one shown 
diagrammatically in vertical projection in Fig. 2.3*
In Appendix 3 s- summary is given of the application of 
the well known Moment Distribution method to the calculation 
of the influence coefficients of a rigidly coupled, multi­
span rotor on flexible supports. There are other methods. 
What is relevant for the following analysis is that any 
method will produce a result of the following form:

= ' ' ['^]p +  2.34
where
r is the rotor elastic deflection vector
[tjJ is the rotor flexibility matrix (definedin Appendix 3 )
F is the rotor inertia force vector
|_C j is the journal displacement matrix (definedin Appendix 3)
y is the journal displacement vector
Now F = ^  ([mJ (r + y )| ----------------  2.35
where
jjVÏ*] is the rotor mass matrix
y is the displacement vector describing displace
ment8 at the masses due directly to the journal displace­
ments y .
X m  = W Z  ------------------------------  2.36
where is a matrix describing the axial positions of
the masses on the rotor shaft.
Substituting equation 2.3^ and equation 2.35 into 
equation 2.3^:

1r — /TV^ ( M r  + W M  ^
• ' - T l ^ -  [5] y)) = [T]]^]r + [m] L d  ___________  2.37
Premultiply both sides of equation 2.37 by the 
diagonal matrix j corresponding to equation 2.12
and let
r = S^  XV/
[i“ j] [ K H ^ j k l  - h k ]
corresponding to equation 2.13* Then equation 2.37 
becomes :
' ^ ( â -  [Fll'g]j) = L'^k][s +
i.e.'2>'(s- M [ g ] y )  = [ % l ( s  - [FllÇ]y + [F][Ç+^] ï'
2.38
Then equation 2.38 is of the form
where [0] = ' M  [Çf]
and [u] = M l  9 %
y
In this form, the coupled rotor solution corresponds 
to that already discussed for single-span rotors.

is the mass/flexibility matrix corresponding 
to simple supports at the rotor journals and thus the 
first part of the solution of equation 2 .38 is to solve 
for y = 0. If the coupled rotors have been approximated 
by a large number of concentrated masses, the solution 
of the characteristic value problem, ‘Ü  ^
prove awkward. In this event the procedure outlined in
Appendix 4 may be useful.
With the matrices corresponding to those in equation 
2.22 the solution will be of the form:
^  + n = FjklL ®jkl U    2.39
Corresponding to equation 2.16, the interspan force 
vector is thus given by
. z  = "i"  2.40
= M M ]  y
= y  2.41
where jjjj has the same significance ■ as equation 2.25*
Referring to Fig.2.5, journal forces are expressible 
in terms of interspan forces and end movements. Thus
A .  V £  M +M . M .+M.
>^.1 - * è  ' "■*'■■0 '■iJ -b' j=l a i
2.42

Using equation A 3*1 of Appendix 3 tlae end moments 
are expressible in terms of tbe interspan forces and 
journal displacements. Thus:
^   ^ j = l j ^nj
cw ^oa ai ^ai al^ln a; ^no
2.43
Substituting equation 2.^3 i^to equation 2.42 and 
collecting terms allows a journal force to be expressed 
in terms of all tbe interspan forces and journal displace­
ments . Tbus:
P . = Fvl P + I wl y/N/J ^ ** 6-
wbere tbe |v"^ and jV| matrices are calculable in terms
of tbeO^^jâjY t erms as defined above. Substituting for 
P from equation 2.4l
Z i  ■ M I " ]  [ 9  I  * H  z
after addition. jP^ is tben tbe general receptance matrix
for tbe multi-span rotor.
Out-of-balance effects could be examined in a way 
similar to tbe single span case.

PART 2 .
Synclironous oil whirl of flexible 
rotors.

CHAPTER 3
Th-eoretical study of synchronous oil whirl
Because of the invariable non coincidence of the 
mass axis and the rotational axis of a rotor, it has been 
shown in the preceding chapter that a rotating rotor will 
always experience synchronous forcing. When the rotor
is supported in oil bearings, the forcing will result in 
a synchronous oil whirl, (also occasionally sub-harmonic
Wzbi.) In practice the problem of minimising the effects 
of this whirl is usually tackled in both of the following 
ways .
1. Rotors are individually balanced as well as 
pos sible.
2. The frequency response of the assembled rotor 
system on its supports is designed to be such that the 
rotor operating speed does not coincide with a resonant 
condition.
The work of this chapter will suggest methods by 
which both of these approaches can be improved.
With respect to the first approach, Morrison has 
pointed out to the writer that the simple nature of the 
synchronous oil whirl of a rotor predicted by the theory 
at a rotor speed corresponding to a rotor natural 
frequency on simple supports suggests a useful method of

rotor balancing.
As far as the writer is aware, the design criteria 
that have up till now been used as the basis of the 
second approach are largely empirical. Until recently 
it would appear that the only resonance calculation 
carried out was that of the natural frequencies of the 
rotors on simple supports from which a rough estimate, 
on the basis of previous field experience, was made of 
the reduction of these frequencies in practice due to 
rotor support flexibility. Some attempt to calculate 
this reduction has since been made by assuming the oil 
film reaction to be simply that of a simple radial spring 
as described by Dollin (ref.37)* Apart from the 
approximate nature of the results of this frequency 
calculation, it is realised that near the resonant 
conditions, which include the range of greatest interest, 
the corresponding calculated results of rotor displacement 
and inertia force are quite wrong due to omission of 
velocity terms in the oil film response. The work of the 
first two chapters makes it possible to take full account 
here of these terms.
In addition to contributing to the above approaches, 
it will be shown that the linear oil force theory should 
indicate the relative advantages of different bearing 
running conditions for the purposes of mitigating the

effects of synchronous forcing.
3•1 Brief historical notes
There has been remarkably little theoretical work 
in the literature on synchronous oil whirl.
Hagg in 19^8 (ref.35) considered the synchronous 
whirl of a symmetrical, single mass, flexible rotor 
taking account of direct velocity oil force terms but 
omitting the cross-coupled displacement and cross-coupled 
velocity force terms.
Koenig in I96I (ref.2?) used the same bearing force 
form and also took account of housing mass and flexibility 
in an analysis of the synchronous whirl of multi-mass, 
multi-span rotors. The method of analysis is included 
in the transfer matrix method described by Pestel &
Leckie (ref.2 6).
The effect of the cross-coupled oil force coefficients 
on synchronous whirl seems to have been considered first 
by Holmes (ref.15) in I98O for the rigid rotor case.
The effect of the full oil force form on the 
synchronous whirl of symmetrical, single-mass, flexible 
rotors was analysed by Lund & Sternlicht(ref.I7 ) and 
MoxcLson (ref.18) in 1962. Lund & Sternlicht ' s analysis 
is appropriate for this rotor form and for a calculation

procedure which cannot take account of cross-coupled 
terms. The cross-coupled terms were eliminated by 
expressing the equation of motion in terms of the principal 
axes of the rotor synchronous motion. The extension of 
the method to unsymraetrical rotor/bearing systems and 
multi-span systems would appear to be most inconvenient.
In Morrison's method, the motion is expressed very 
simply in terms of rotor and bearing characteristics so 
that the effect of modifications to either may be readily 
calculated. The method has been followed in the
following section and extended to predict the motion of 
a system for which experimental results are given in the 
next chapter.
An authoritative description of the synchronous 
problem was included in Smith's paper in 1963 (ref.20) 
which concentrated on the influence of the bearing 
characteristics.
Recently Warner & Thoman (ref.38), have calculated 
the synchronous oil whirl response of symmetrical, 
single-span, two-mass flexible rotors using the full oil 
forc^ form. The equations of motion were solved digitally 
and the paper includes a large number of response charts.

3.2 Solution of the symmetrical, single-span,single-disc flexible rotor taking accountof shaft and journal mass
The following analysis is based on Morrison's 
(ref.18) which did not, however, take account of 
shaft and journal mass.
It is well known that, for the purposes of 
vibration calculations near the first natural frequency 
of a uniform rotor on simple supports, the rotor can 
be closely approximated by a massless flexible shaft 
with half the rotor mass concentrated at its centre.
For the purposes of oil whirl analysis, journal inertia 
forces arising from the other half of the rotor mass 
should be taken account of. To a close approximation 
this mass, equally divided into two, can be considered 
as located in the planes of the journals.
3.2 - 1 Analysis
The system to which this analysis applies is 
diagrammatically illustrated in Fig, 3-1. To correspond 
to the experimental results of the next chapter, the 
rotor mass eccentricity is assumed to be confined to 
the central mass.
The rotor is shown rotating at sec about its
geometric centre and simultaneously whirling at the same
frequency about its static equilibrium position in 
similar oil bearings at L and R. Because of the 
symmetry of the system its axial view is simply that 
given in Fig. 3.2. The equations of motion in terms 
of one symmetrical half of the rotor are:
F = - M DX + k (X -X) = - M D X “ M D^x X 1  ^ c ' 1 2 m 3.1
p 2 2F = - M D y4- k(y -y) = - M B'y- yy 1  ^^ c  ^^ 1-^ 2  ^m
where F , F are components of the incremental oil force X y
balancing the rotor inertia force. From the right
hand side of equation 3*1:2
X k X° k+M^D^ k+M D 3.2
= k - y -k+MgD^ k+M L sin t
Substituting equation 3*2 into the middle of equation 
3 *1:
F +X X = -
k+M D -i
y  = -
k+M^D
kMgD^
k+MgD'
L cos tO V. t 3.3
L sin t
Simplify equation 3.3 by the following processes:
1 Note that all stable solutions of equation 3*3 
must be harmonic with circular frequencyW^and hence
D = i .

2 Use the (X and ^  forms given in equation 1.9 
to obtain synchronous oil force coefficients as follows:
£ F =V -y  ^ ' "yx^ + "yyy
3.4
The complex bearing coefficients n are plotted in Fig
3.3 for the coefficients already plotted in Fig. I .5 
for ^ = 0, CO.
k .2. 3 Let - =ui, • B ■
4 Let 
and
ck¥
ck¥ lAi)îu = p
= p
where ¥ = (m +fys )g is the static bearing load.2
5 Let L = L cos u^ -^t be a general forcing action 
in which case -iL = L sin t .
With these steps equations 3*3 simplify to : 
p)- -(nXX X + n y xy P
X +(Hyy - p)y = - ip^E
.X =
^xy
i (nyy-p)
^xy
^yx (""yy-^
It* p L P (P^-P) P
1
L= P(P^-P) _ ±-----  L(p^-p)(p^“p) p (p^-p)(p^"P)
and 
y = ip L
P (Py-P)
(P^-P)(Pg-P)
__ P P (P -P) iL=— --  -^---
P (Pi-p)(Po-p)
3.5
where p and p are the solutions of 1 2
(^xx -P)
nyx
nxy 
(n -p)yy
=  0
and p - n + i n ^x yy xy
p = n — i n  y XX yx
The complex values p^ p^ p^ p^, functions only of 
the bearing running conditions, have been calculated 
using the synchronous force coefficients of Fig. 3*3 
and are plotted in Fig, 3.4.

1p
Solution for p = 1 
M1 1 1  For “ — 0, p — !•-* p and £ — ^ 1  • This is the system^2 palysed by Morrison (ref. 18). Equations 3*5 becomean
p(p^ - p)X
(pi“p)(pg-p)
= _ E -T y - d —  iL(P3_-P) (P2“P)
Equation 3*^ can be evaluated graphically from 
Eig. 3'^ using the method suggested by Morrison viz, 
for any p value, the amplitudes and phases of (p^-p), 
(py"P ) > (p-^-p ) (p2"p) a^ re directly scaled off and
substituted into equation At this stage the
solution is in the form:
3.6
X
y
= X (cos 9 + i s i n  9 ) Lo '  X. /
= - y^ (cos 9^ + i sin 9^ ) iL
From which, simply x = x^L cos ( iC^ t + 9^) ______  3*7
y = y^ jL sin (to^ t + Bu )
In tlie above fashion values of x , y , 0 andO O X 0
have been calculated for a wide range of p, G. and ~

and are plotted in Figs 3«5* Although the abcissa 
p chosen for these and subsequent response diagrams 
may not present the results in the best form for direct 
design use, the diagrams are in a convenient form for 
concisely presenting the theoretical predictions and 
correlating the later experimental results of synchronous 
oil whirl *
From equation 3-3 with = 0 the journal forces 
are given by
= p j^ x + L cosU3^t~j  ;_ 3. 8£, p ¥  X
^ F^ = p j^ y + L sin ^
Using equation 3.7, equation 3*8 can be evaluated by 
calculation or more simply graphically to give:
( A t    3.9
I  = ^ y o ^
Values of ^^ o^ ' ^ 0^%.^^^ graphically determined
for a wide range of p, €: and d are plotted in Figs, 3.6. 
As p do the values become indeterminate and the method 
described in the next section 3.2 - 2 was used. The 
axes of Figs, 3*6 are convenient, since for a given 
bearing running condition the ordinate allows a rapid

comparison to be made between the magnitude of tbe
rotating oil forces F , F and tbe static load on tbeX y
bearing V. At tbe same time, for x = y = o in equation
3.8.
i, § ^
i I Fy = p siu
— £ F = : i " F  = PTbus the lines L ¥ x L ¥ y correspond to
rotating forces at the simple support type of bearing 
already discussed in Chapter 2 and described in equation
2.8, Comparison with these lines of the rotating oil 
film forces in aaad amplitude and phase gives a clear 
measure of the beneficial force attenuation properties 
of the oil film.
From equation 3*2 with m^ = o, the rotor centre dis
placemen ts are :
X FX + X
k 
k
3.10
+ y
$ub#tituKng into ©quation 3,10 from equation 3,8;
^ ^  ^ck^ X + L cos tX — ■ ■ T)C ck ^
L ¥ P
3.11
ckr _ ¥ p+ ck y + L sin t¥ck ^

¥X , y are thus functions of clc as well as p. For c c
a given it is probably simplest to evaluate x^, y^ 
graphically from Figs. 3.5 and Figs. 3*6 using the 
following form of equation 3*10:
X ¥ F + Xck ¥ X
^  I L  ^
3.12
Solution for P 1pr
£ ,From equation 3*5 it is clear that for p l the
journal displacements corresponding to equation 3*6 are
1
x^ L cos ( uO^ t + 6 ^ ^ ) ____________3.13
1
PX = p
Py = j Yq L sin ( W^t + )
That is, the journal displacement phase relations
for a particular value of p will be the same as that1for the same value of p in the E = 1 case but inP
the present case the amplitudes will be multiplied by1the factor E ,P
From equation 3*3, the journal forces are:
1E F =¥ X P X + — L cos tp 3.14
— F = ¥ y P y + jg L sin U)^t P
Substituting equations 3*13 i^ ito equations 3*l4 :

£= P P
£= P
L cos(U)^t + 0^) + L cos CO^t 
P [ V q L sin (ul^ t + ) + L sin
3.15
If equation 3» 15 is compared with, the result of
substituting equation 3*7 into equation 3*8 it will be
seen that, as for the journal displacements, the inertia
force phase relations for a particular value of p will1be the same as that for the same value of p in the
case but in the present case the amplitudes will be1multiplied by the factor ^*
The displacements at the rotor centre, from
£P
equation 3*2 are:
X + X ( 1 3.16
Substituting into equation 3*1^ from equation 3*1^:
X ¥ck
¥ck
1 + —  P¥ 1 ck¥ck ¥ ^1 ck ^¥ck P
X + L cos t
+ L sin U]^ t
¥
3.17
X
P
» y are thus functions of ck and p as well as c c ^
For a particular case it is probably simplest to
use equation 3.I6 .

3-2 - 2 Rotor running at simply supported
natural frequency
As g p^— b- p — OO and equation 3.5
shows that
X — t— - L = - h, cos LC_».t   3*18
y — tP~ iL = - L sin Lù^t
That is, when the rotor on oil hearings with mass 
eccentricity L is run at a frequency corresponding to 
its natural frequency on simple supports, the rotor 
journals move in a circle of radius L precisely 180^ 
out-of phase with the out-of-balance mass.
As pointed out to the writer by Morrison, this 
fact and the fact that other forms of rotor running at 
a natural frequency have a correspondingly simple motion 
suggests a simple direct method of improving the balance 
of flexible rotors, Unless other precautions were
taken it would not normally be safe to run a poorly 
balanced rotor at such a speed and therefore a more 
conventional balancing method could be used first at a 
lower speed to achieve an appropriate degree of balance.
The oil force on the journal corresponding to its 
circular synchronous motion is readily obtained from 
equation 3*^ by substituting equation 3.18.
Î ‘ -i:-;
3 . 1 9
The rotor centre deflections are then obtainable 
in. the usual way,
3 * 3 General solution by receptance method
The forces required at the journals of a 
harmonically whirling rotor were expressed in receptance 
form in Chapter 2,
The oil force on a synchronously whirling journal 
according to the linear oil force theory is expressed in 
equation 3*^«
These two results are brought together in this 
section to show how the synchronous whirl behaviour of 
a system comprising both of these elements can be 
predicted. The analysdsds illustrated with respect to a 
single-span rotor.
3.3 ■“ 1 Equations of motion
Consider the out-of-balance rotor shown in Fig,
2.4 whirling in synchronisation with the rotor rotational 
frequency U^. Using equation 2.32 the journal forces 
are :

^xl_ Pj.1. ° P m 0 ‘^1.2 *^ 13 0 0 0
HW
0 Pia 0 0 0 '^ li^ l.2'^ 13
4"
^xa Pfîl. ° Pfia ■ 0 % ‘^ai *^ 82 0 0 0
Jya ° PfiL 0 Paa _^a 0 0 0 ^^ai^B2^E3
3
-i L. 
—i L, 
-i L.
3.20
where ces ( U!)^t + are the forcing actions.
Using equation 3 A :
^X1 n n'"i Ir XX 1 xy
^yi °JL n1 yx i”yy
^xfi G 0
^yfi G 0
where S = % mi^»
G 0
0 G
¥a ¥a
^  ^ y y
X,1
1
a
aL J
3.21
521
static bearing loads at the left and right of the rotor 
respectively and are the corresponding clearances.

Equating equation 3.20 and equation 3.21 the equation of motion is;
¥L nQ ^  3- yx
- p
0
xy - pi.a 0
k^yy-Pllj
0
0
- pEL.
IR
¥a '^¥
•a
a
^L1 ^12 ^L3 0 0 0
0
0
0
0
^ ^11 ^L2 ^13
^E1 ^E2 ^a3 0 0 0
^ ^El ^E2 ^E3
3
-iL
-iL,
-iL,
1
3.3 « 2 Solution of equations of motion
The solution requires inversion of the complex 
characteristic matrix on the left hand side of equation 
3.22.
As a first step it will usually be convenient to 
rearrange the equation in order that the matrix to be

inverted is composed of real coefficients. This can 
be done simply by using a device described by Lanceos 
(ref. 3 8 ), which is apparently not widely known. The 
method is as follows :
Suppose a complex matrix 
C = A + i B 
occurs in an equation
Cz = c where z = x +iy, c = a + ib.
Then the equation is
(a  + iB) (x + iy) = a - ib
Hence Ax By = a
Bx + Ay = b
In matrix form A(- B)‘ X a
B A _ _y _ b _
Thus a nxn complex matrix can be re-arranged into the 
form of a 2n x 2n real matrix.
In the present case, the parts of equation 3*22 
which correspond to the above illustration are:
A =
0 0 Pl l 0 Pl r 0
L L
0 0 0 ^LL 0 ^LR
0 0
R R ^RL
0 ^RR 0
0 0 0 Pr l 0 ^RR
B =
a pC /.Pxx Q L L ' 0
¥ ¥ 
L
0
0
L
O
0
!r
R
¥R
0
0
¥.RCR
c kN* c
z =
^R
XLO h o  h o  h o
C =
COS
COS
+ X
sxn UxL
sin 8yt_ 
sin
'^Ll ^L2 ^L3 0 0 0
0 0 0 - i ^L1 QL2
?£i ^R2 % 3 0 0 0
 ^0 0 0 _^R1 h a h 3
L1

Although, the method has been described in terms of a 
single-span rotor, the analysis applies equally well to 
multi-span systems. Since the order of the real matrix 
to be inverted is four times the number of bearings in the 
system the largest sets in operation with about six 
rigidly coupled rotors would require the inversion of a 
48 X 48 matrix for which appropriately fast digital 
facilities would be needed.
It can be argued that for the single span case, 
inversion of the 8 x 8  matrix is practicable using a desk 
calculating machine, especially if advantage is taken of 
the following method for inverting a partitioned matrix:
Given the partitioned matrix Y Y11 12
Y Y21 22
is to obtain its inverse *11 *12 
*21 *22
That is
the problem
*11 *12' h i ^12 ' I 0
^^21 *22 Y21 ^22 _0 I _
where % is the pre- or post-inverse of Y . 
multiplying out :
After
11
12
22
21
*12 h  2 h  2— 1
■ [ — 1Y " Y  y " y 21 22 ^12 11.] -1 3.23
*21 h i  h i -1
-[■h 2 “ ^11 h i  h 2
-1
0
This form is particularly suited to the inversion 
of the present characteristic matrix A -B 
B A
In this case equation 3*23 gives;
A -B -1 ' £ A B ~ h  + sj a b "^ [a b  ^A + b]-" ^
B A -[AB"\ + b] [ A B " h  + bJ AB
Thus, given the 4 x 4  matrices A and B it will be 
found that the total number of operations with 4 x 4  
matrices required for the inversion of the original 8 x 8  
matrix is: 1 addition
3 multiplications 
2 inversions
Since one of the inversions is simply of B , the 
bearing velocity force matrix which varies slowly relative 
to the rotor receptance matrix, it will not be required to 
invert it often. The final solution is then obtained by 
multiplying the right hand side of equation 3 * 22 by the 
inverted matrix.

CHAPTER 4
Experimental study of synchronous oil whirl.
In the past, information yielded by experimental 
investigation has played a vital part in the development 
of hydrodynamic bearing theory, classic examples being the 
work of Tower (ref.1,2), Newkirk (ref* 42 ) and Ockvirk 
(ref. 7 ) .
The development of the linear oil force theories has 
suggested valuable possibilities of oil whirl analyses 
but, although these analyses successfully predict most of 
the broad qualitative features of oil whirl observed in 
practice, they are as yet unsupported by specific experi­
mental evidence. Accordingly the systematic experimental
investigations described in this Chapter and in Chapter 6 
have been designed on the basis of parameters suggested 
by the linear oil force theory to examine the characteris­
tics of oil whirl and the extent to which these 
characteristics are adequately described by the theory.
In spite of efforts to cover practical ranges of the 
whirl parameters, the philosophy behind this experimental 
work, in common with all similar model experimental work, 
must be as follows. It cannot be expected that the rig
behaviour will correspond precisely to that of a full size

rotor/oil film system, although the difference should not 
he large. The rig will rather be looked upon as a 
facility for applying a searching test to theories of the 
behaviour of full size systems for if the theories cannot 
adequately predict the behaviour of such simplified 
systems, the value of applying them to full size systems 
would seem to be limited to at least the same extent.
After describing the experimental rig, this Chapter 
presents the results of experiments with two simple 
flexible rotors during which the rotors were excited by a 
range of degrees of out-of-balance while supported in a 
wide variety of journal bearing pairs. Finally the results 
of the experiments are compared with the theoretical 
predictions of the previous Chapter and some design 
implications discussed.
4.1 Brief historical notes
The only published results of synchronous oil whirl 
experiments of which the writer is aware are those of Hagg 
& Sankey (refs. 43, 44) and Morrison (ref. 18 ).
The former authors systematically investigated the 
synchronous oil whirl of a single loaded journal. Since

the whirl measurements were made with respect to the 
major and minor axes of the synchronous whirl ellipse 
direct comparison between their results and those of the 
present work is not possible.
Morrison's rig comprised a symmetrical flexible rotor 
supported on similar oil bearings. His experimental
results of synchronous oil whirl are confined to the 
typical behaviour of the rotor during two runs.
4.2 Experimental rig
4.2 - 1 Basis of rig design
Before embarking upon any experimental programme it 
is most useful to have to hand at least an approximate 
theoretical analysis of the problem to be studied. Such 
an analysis should not only suggest the phenomena to be
encountered but also define the significant parameters of
/
the system and thus enable the experimental programme to 
be designed to cover the ranges of practical interest of 
these parameters.
In the previous Chapter, the application of the linear 
oil force theory to the analysis of the synchronous oil 
whirl of a simple flexible rotor has shown that, apart 
from all being functions of the bearing running condition,

X zb, L
X y_c ■' cL
F FX
W 3
are functions only of p
ckare functions only of p & “
and F__ are functions only of p & ~
Thus the theory predicts that the synchronous oil whirl 
behaviour of this system is describable only in terms of 
the bearing running condition and the parameters p,
— , It is relevant to consider what ranges ofW y C
these parameters correspond to full size rotor operation, 
p : With p , the range of interest is clearly exten­
sive. Fig. 3 suggests the manner in which the whirl 
behaviour will change rapidly for a wide range of p 
from which it was decided that the range would be most 
efficiently covered by rotor speeds corresponding to the 
values, p = 1 , 3» 6, 10^ 20, 100 oO , -100 - 20, -10
-6 -3, -1, if they were attainable.
The parameter may be expressed as
ck  radial clearance of bearingW static deflection of rotor under bearing load
A physical consideration of this ratio shows that it is
unlikely to be either very large or very small and cases
ckoutside the range 0.1 —* — - —<• 10 will be rare. Thew

majority of practical rotors will have values near the 
middle of this region and therefore it was decided to 
restrict the experimental investigation to about 
0.5 ^  ^  3
Practical interest is probably limited to about 
.1 or .2 but it was decided to cover as wide a range as 
possible, consistent with preventing rubbing of the journal 
on the bearing, to investigate the degree of linearity of 
the journal response.
Ockvirk Load Number : Since it is general practice to
operate the bearings of full size machines at fairly high 
load numbers it was decided to concentrate the experimental 
effort in the region 6 -c, 18 corresponding to journal
eccentricity ratios of about'4-^ Ë — *7 on Ockvirk's 
experimental curve.
4.2 - 2 Main assembly features
A general view of the experimental rig is given in the 
photograph, Fig. 4,1.
Drive: The drive was a 3 h.p. synchronous motor working
through a hydraulic gear, the output speed of which was 
infinitely variable within the full motor range. The

gear output was stepped up by means of toothed pulleys to a 
maximum possible speed of about 8,000 rev/min. In order
to interfere as little as possible with the transverse 
displacements of the experimental rotors, the final drive 
pulley was coupled to them by means of a ■ -  in/ high —
/Vtensile steel quill, 8 in, long.
Foundation: The rig foundation consisted of a 12 in x
12 in I beam, the sides of which had been filled in with 
concrete to make the whole as massive as possible (over
1,000 lb) mounted on two transverse X beams. The 
possibilities of foundation resonances were investigated 
and practically eliminated by mounting the assembly on 
thin rubber pads.
Rotors: The dimensions of both rotors used and
their approximating mass distribution are shown in Fig. 4,3*
Each rotor was constructed from a high tensile steel 
shaft on to which mild steel journals were bolted, the 
interface being a Morse taper. The journals were 
detachable to allow access to the shaft to load discs which 
gripped the shaft by meeins of tapered bushes. The 
circumference of each disc was tapped by four ^ in. holes, 
equally spaced circumferentially, to allow the addition of 
out-of-balance weights in the form of filed ^ in steel 
washers.

To find experimentally the natural frequencies of the 
rotors on simple supports they were excited hy a 5 watt 
vibrator as shown in Fig, 4.4 . The resonance diagrams
obtained are given in Fig. 4.5 . The excitation
frequency was varied until the excitation and displacement 
signals were in quadrature. This condition appeared to 
coincide precisely with the peak displacement amplitude 
and was taken as the natural frequency condition.
The first natural frequency of Rotor 1 was found to 
correspond to 3130 rev/min for rotor centre vibration 
amplitudes of .005 in (peak to peak) and increased to 31^0 
rev/min for amplitudes of ,001 in. Since the former rotor 
amplitudes were closer to those expected to be of most 
interest and since the lower frequency values suggested a 
more ideal support, the value of 3130 rev/min was adopted.
The corresponding values of the first and second 
natural frequency conditions of Rotor 2 were found to be 
1605 rev/min and 509O rev/min respectively.
In accordance with the suggestions of section 4.2 - 1, 
values for the rotor natural frequencies had already been 
obtained by calculation, following the methods of Chapter 2, 
since these values were the basis of the rotor designs.
The value for Rotor 1 was designed to correspond to about
3,000 rev/min so that a wide range of p values could be
obtained at realistic bearing running conditions. For
this calculation the stiffening effect of the rotor discs
could only be estimated and in fact the value obtained for
Rotor 1 neglecting the stiffening effect was 2,980 rev/min.
Comparing this value with the experimentally determined
value of 3130 rev/min, the effective stiffening length of
the discs appeared to be about l6^ of what it would have
been if the discs were integral with the shaft. Using the
experimental frequency value and the mass distribution shown
in Fig, 4 ,3 , values of p and p^ were calculated and are1given in Fig, 4.6 where the ratio ~ is also shown.
Rotor 2 was designed to allow investigation of whirling 
near a second natural frequency. By using the natural 
frequency values from the resonance test and the mass 
distribution given in Fig, 4,3 it was possible to solve for 
the appropriate flexibility coefficients in this case also. 
The calculated values of p^^ = and p^^^ = p^^ using
these results are given in Fig. 4.7.
Bearings : The range of bearing clearances used were
chosen with respect to the suggested practical range of the 
ckparameter ~r^  in the previous section. For Rotor 1,

w /  = = 107.500
2çk _ _ 107,500
^ .00359"X c =
The dimensions of the bearing pairs providing a practical 
range of — values are given in the Table in Fig. 4.8.
The bearings were jig-bored while assembled in their 
respective housings where they were positively located at 
a conical interface as shown by the sectional diagram of a 
typical bearing in Fig. 4.9» All the bearings were 360 *^ 
cylindrical with an axial oil groove ^ wide x ■ in deep 
at the tops coincident with the oil supply hole and running 
almost the full length of the bearings.
A special pair of alignment bearings were manufactured
1with a diametral clearance less than ,001 in and -7 = 1 .d
When each rotor was assembled in the rig for the first time 
it was supported in these bearings which were rigidly clamped 
inside their bearing housings, The positions of the 
housings relative to the foundation was adjusted until the 
rotor could be rotated freely in the bearings and this 
condition was maintained while the housings were rigidly 
bolted to the foundation. Since all the bearing pairs
had been bored while clamped in the same position in the 
housings it was assumed that the alignment for all would be

better than tan .0005 *
Lubrication: To obtain the practical values of load,
number suggested in the previous section, lubricating oils 
with three different viscosity values were used:
Absolute Viscosity (cp) 
at 100°F at 210°F
Mentor 28 3*7 1*3
Norpol 35 10 3
Norpol 55 90 7
The oils were circulated by a Monopump and supplied 
to the bearings via a steel tube fitted with a concentric 
1-g- K»¥. immerser ( simmers tat controlled), a pressure gauge 
and a bleed valve. Part or all of the pump output could 
be diverted to the sump by a relief valve. The lubricants
could therefore be supplied to the bearings with a rather 
limited variation of temperature and pressure.
4.2 - 3 Instrumentation
Oil temperature measurement: The effective lubricant
temperature was obtained from three thermocouples inserted 
in holes 60° apart in the loaded area of each bearing and 
just under the bearing surfaces. The viscosities used in 
calculating load numbers were obtained by relating the mean 
(as between bearings) of the highest temperatures obtained

in the hearings at each speed to the published data of the 
oil in use.
No attempt was made to measure directly the actual 
journal eccentricities attained. Such correlation as
there is between the observed rotor behaviour and the 
bearing running condition is purely in terms of the Ockvirk 
load number which can in practice be calculated.
Rotor Speed measurement: A photo-electric transducer
was used to scan sixty white stripes painted on a black 
back ground on one side of a rotor disc and hence to operate 
a digital electrical frequency meter. Since the meter
displayed the number of pulses/sec received with an 
accuracy of _+ 1 pulse/sec, the meter reading was a measure 
of rotor speed in rev/min with an accuracy of _+lrev/min.
Rotor Whirl measurement: Since the writer was not aware
of a suitable apparatus on the market for the rapid accurate 
measurement of the amplitude eind phase of a whirling motion, 
he was forced to spend several weeks on the design, 
development and construction of one. The apparatus is •
described in detail in Appendix 5. Briefly, it allows the 
signal's from each of six transducers either to be displayed 
in pairs to show rotor orbits, or to be displayed singly in

a manner which showed the phase of each signal relative 
to the out-of-balance excitation.
Recording rotor amplitude and phase: A 35 m.m.
oscilloscope camera was used to record the amplitude 
and phase data obtained and approximately 300 ft of film 
were exposed and developed by the writer for this purpose. 
The three traces of the rotor orbits were recorded on the 
same frame of film by a triple exposure. To avoid 
superposition of the traces, the oscilloscope bias was 
used to move them to different positions on the screen.
The same device was used for the three vertical signal 
phase circles and for the three horizontal signal phase 
circles.
To extract the data, the film negatives were projected 
on to the screen of a Baty projector. In the absence 
of graticule lights for the oscilloscope face, a special 
graticule had been made by the writer and etched with a 
luminous solution. However, the luminous effect was 
not strong enough to appear regularly in the negatives 
and therefore the screen of the Baty projector was aligned 
and calibrated by projecting on to it a negative of the 
oscilloscope face taken while it displayed bright vertical 
and horizontal traces. The projector lens used resulted

in a scale magnification of the oscilloscope face of about 
X 2.
The circumference of the 1^ ft diameter projector 
screen was marked in degrees and could be rotated to 
measure the phase lag angles to a high degree of accuracy.
4.3 Rotor Balancing
For preliminary balancing at speeds low relative to 
the first natural frequency on simple supports the method 
described by den Hartog (ref. 45 ) was used. That
is, the amplitude of the rotor motion while running in the 
oil bearings was noted at the same speed for at least four 
separate runs - one with only the rotor’s inherent out-of- 
balance and the others with a deliberate out-of-balance in 
position at 90  ^ to each other added to the inherent out-of­
balance as excitation. From these readings a vector
diagram could be drawn indicating the size and position 
of the required balancing weight. Rotor 1 was balanced 
in its central plane only while Rotor 2 was balanced in the 
two disc planes symmetrically situated about its centre.
At frequencies close to the first natural frequency 
of the rotors on simple supports the method suggested in 
section 3 was often used. The method was successful and
also much, quicker than the other one since it only required 
one run and no calculation for each correction.
For balancing Rotor 2 near its second natural frequency 
a method similar to the first method was used with success, 
on this occasion the deliberate out-of-balance addition 
being a couple.
The mass eccentricity of both Rotor 1 and Rotor.^ after 
these balancing processes appeared to be better than .00013 
in.
4.4 Experimental procedure
The experimental rig was clearly a comprehensive 
facility for the investigation of rotor oil whirl since a 
wide variety of combinations of rotor mass distribution and 
bearing characteristics were possible. However, in
planning the preliminary experimental programme it was 
felt that the rotor should be kept as simple as possible 
and a wide variety of bearing oil films investigated in order 
that the influence of the films would emerge as clearly as 
possible. Rotor 1 was designed with this in mind and also 
so that then the comparison between the experimental results 
and the theoretical results of Chapter 3 would be as direct 
as possible. As there is considerable interest in the oil 
whirl behaviour of rotors near second natural frequencies,

Rotor 2 was designed to run at that condition and a short 
series of runs with it were fitted into the remaining time.
Throughout almost the whole of the speed ranges 
observed, the elliptical orbits of synchronous whirl of 
the rotors were clear and steady. However, different 
types of whirl were observed at either end of the speed 
range. On several occasions at rotor speeds corresponding 
to p values of 0.3 and less^mild resonant whirls were 
observed with both synchronous and precisely half speed 
frequencies. It is suspected that these whirls are a
result of the non-linear characteristics of the oil film 
prominent because of the high journal eccentricities 
occurring at low speeds. Usually at the other end of 
the speed range indications of unstable oil whirl prevented 
further investigation of the synchronous whirl response.
4.4 - 1 Rotor 1
For each of fifteen pairs of bearings the whirling
behaviour of Rotor 1 was observed while it ran through a
variety of speeds carrying a variety of out-of-balance 
weights. For these runs the intermediate transducer 
probes were located in a plane about 4.3 in from the rotor 
centre, contacting the rotor shaft.

The speeds at which readings were taken were calculated 
beforehand to correspond to specific values of p and the 
values of the out-of-balance masses used were calculated 
to make the eccentricity from the rotor?s rotational axis 
of the effective mass at the centre of the rotor one of 
the following values: 0.0005 in, 0.001 in, 0,0015 in and
0.002 in.
During some preliminary runs and on a number of subse­
quent occasions the oil suf^y pressure was varied from
2practically zero to often above 10 Ibf/in but no significant 
change in synchronous whirl behaviour was observed. The 
input pressure was therefore set at about 5 Ih f/in for 
all the experiments except the largest clearance cases
where the large flow required reduced the maximum supply
2 2 pressure to 2 lb f/in or 3 lb f/in .
The immerser was used on a number of occasions to 
maintain a realistically large load number.
In a typical run, the rotor speed was increased from 
rest until it reached the speed corresponding to the^irst 
specific p value. After allowing the system about a 
minute to settle down, the following operations were 
completed in rapid succession:
i the six bearing thermocouple readings were taken
ii the three rotor orbit traces were consecutively
displayed on the oscilloscope, appropriately attenuated and 
^oto graphed.
iii the six rotor phase traces were consecutively
displayed in two groups of three, modified to obtain circles
and photographed.
The procedure was then repeated at the higher speeds 
corresponding to the pre-selected values of p.
Runs were completed with increasing degrees of out-of­
balance until a mass eccentricity of .002 in had been 
reached or until there was evidence of rubbing of the journals 
on the bearings. Since each run was completed fairly
quickly, the sump oil temperature and the bearing temperature 
altered little and thus the bearing running conditions were 
maintained from run to run.
4.4 - 2 Rotor 2
For each of three different bearing pairs the whirling 
behaviour of Rotor 2 was observed while it ran at a variety
Iof speeds. Out-of-balance masses were used in the plane
of only one of the discs which were calculated to make the 
eccentricity from the rotor rotational axis of the effective
mass in the plane of the disc either .001 in or .0015 iri.
For these runs the intermediate pair of transducers 
were located in the centre plane of the rotor. The 
procedure used for recording the rotor motion was precisely 
as for Rotor 1.
Although the main object of the runs was to examine 
the synchronous oil whirl responses in the region of the 
second natural frequency (obtained on simple supports), on 
all but one of the runs the rotor became subject to unstable 
oil whirl before that speed was reached.
4.5 Analysis of experimental results
The systematic experimental data obtained for Rotor 1 
is conveniently described under separate headings of journal 
displacement, rotor centre displacement and journal force.
In view of the small number of observations made of 
the synchronous whirl of Rotor 2 and the absence of a 
numerical evaluation of its theoretically predicted 
behaviour, the data collected for it is discussed in more 
general terms.
4.5 “ 1 Rotor 1 - journal displacement
Figs. 4.10 present the experimental observations of 
journal displacement in the order in which they were 
obtained which corresponds to three groups of runs with a 
different oil used for each group.
Since the motion at one journal always corresponded 
closely with the motion at the other, the mean values of 
amplitude and phase have been taken as representative.
The recorded amplitudes have been non-dimensionalised by 
dividing them by the eccentricity of the effective central 
mass from the rotor rotational axis.
The runs with the smallest clearances i.e. those of 
R 1.5- R 1. 3 and R 1.1.0, do not agree well with the others 
but do agree well between themselves, especially R 1.5 and 
R 1. 3 which operated at fairly similar load numbers. The 
abnormally large non-dimensional journal and rotor centre 
displacements in themselves suggest reasons for the 
abnormal behaviour.
Firstly, for the mass eccentricity used in these cases 
(.0005 in), the journal amplitudes are so large relative to 
the bearing clearance that the oil forces are certain to be 
quite non-linear. Because of the rotor flexibility, the
effective rotor inertia force at the journals when they are

restrained in tliis way could be expected to be much larger 
than if the oil force characteristics had remained linear 
for those amplitudes, To complete a case of circular 
causation, the increased journal forces transmitted to the 
oil film would encourage the non-linear condition.
Secondly, the associated large rotor centre displace­
ments would result in slight misalignment of the journals 
in the bearing.
The two most striking features of the other journal 
responses are the linearity for a given bearing pair and 
the similarity of the runs for different bearing pairs.
With respect to the linearity feature, the effect of 
small degrees of oil force non-linearity is too complex to 
be adequately explained in the same simple way as the 
abnormal behaviour of the runs with small clearance bearings 
Thus it is forunate to find the remarkable degree of TI'Vamplitude linearity and phase similarity between the runs 
with a given bearing pair. The agreement between the 
results for the higher mass ©ooentrioities is particularly 
good, the greater variation of the .0005 in eccentricity 
results being no doubt due in part to the greater percentage 
effect of the residual out-of-balance in those cases.
For further analysis it is convenient to refer to the
theory of sect. 3 . 2 - 1  since only then can all the known
variables be taken account of meaningfully. In fact, the
similarity between the results for different bearings is
evident largely because they have been plotted in terms of
the main controlling parameter of the problem, p, and because1the other two most relevant theoretical parameters, ™ and 
the bearing running condition have been designed to be fairly 
constant over the range of interest. To obtain a direct
comparison of the journal displacements for all the runs 
independently of the variation of these last two parameters, 
they are replotted in Figs, 4.l4 (on twice the vertical 
scak) where they have been grouped in ranges of load number 
and the magnitudes multiplied by ^ 1 in accordance with the 
theory. Only one representative value was taken for each 
bearing condition, where possible the mean between the two 
higher mass eccentricity values. It can be seen that both
amplitude and phase points correlate well with each other 
with the exception of the abnormal small clearance cases 
already noted.
Comparing Figs 4.l4 with each other the grouping into 
load number ranges does not reveal that this variable has a 
significant effect in the range covered even allowing that 
only a few points were obtained on either side of the main 
range of interest, 18, and that these points lie close
to that range. Similarly — ratio appears to have a
negligible effect on the response.
4.5 - 2 Rotor 1 - rotor centre displacement.
Xn Figs 4.11 the observed rotor centre displacements 
have been plotted in the same way as for the journal 
displacements and the same remarks apply about the 
behaviour of R 1.5, R 1. 9 and R 1.10.
The linearity of the responses is not quite as good 
as for the journal displacements, the differences being 
apparent both in amplitude and phase.
The theoretical relationship between the rotor centre 
displacement and the other system variables does not lend 
itself to a convenient form for correlation purposes.
The results have therefore been used for a separate 
correlation - that of the rotating oil force.
4.5 “ 3 Rotor 1 “ rotating oil force
A force can only be measured if it is allowed to move 
through a calibrated displacement and thus the rotating 
forces at bearings are usually monitored by load cells 
built into the bearing housings. In the present case
the simple rotor mass distribution and the rotor flexibility 
allows the rotating oil forces to be readily calculated 
from the measurement of jouinal' displacement and rotor centre

displacement. The relevant relationship is obtainable
from equation 3 .16.
= k - X (3. - )■]FX
Fy = k [y^ - y (1 - ^  )]
or in non-dimensional form;
2 FX ck " X c X
L ¥ ¥ -  L L
2 F-Z ck ■ Iç Z
L ¥ ¥ . L L
f Ï 
(1 - ^ )
If ^  was negligible (i.e. if the journal masses
were negligible) the rotating oil forces at the journals
would simply be proportional to the shaft deflection.
Since the stiffness of the shaft is accurately known it
could thus be regarded as a conveniently situated rotating
spring balance. In fact for Rotor 1 the effective journal
mass is such that values of (l - ) as high as 0.5 are
obtained for the highest speeds of interest. The non-_ F FO x  O Vdimensional force terms *- — and — —  ^were thus cal-L ¥ L ¥
culated by multiplying the journal displacements by
( 1 - ) and then subtracting them vectorially from the
corresponding values of rotor centre displacement. After
ckthe resultant vectors were multiplied by —  , the¥

amplitudes and phases were plotted in Fig* 4,12. The
results are collected in groups of load number in Fig.
4.15 with the amplitudes multiplied by for correlation
Ppurposes as suggested by the theory.
The results correlate reasonably with each other 
suggesting an equally good correlation for the rotor centre 
displacement results.
4.5 - 4 Rotor 2
Figs. 4.13 present the experimental whirling results 
of Rotor 2 in the order in which they were observed, two 
pairs of runs with a different oil for each pair. The
displacements have been non-dimensionalised by dividing 
them by the effective eccentricity of the out-of-balance 
rotor disc and are plotted in terms ofAp m £.p^^, the
p values being obtainable from Fig. 4.7.
In spite of a variation of load numbers between the 
runs a definite pattern emerges. In the absence of a 
numerical evaluation of the predicted motion, discussion 
of the results will be confined to qualitative features of 
the pattern.
The displacements of both journals at the lowest
frequencies and in the region of the first natural frequency 
(obtained on simple supports) compare with the corresponding 
behaviour of the journals of Rotor 1* The rotor centre 
displacement appears relatively larger than that for Rotor 
1, no doubt due to the greater flexibility of Rotor 2.
At values of ^p “ 0, both the journalLL
amplitudes and the rotor centre amplitude are small
indicating about the smallest rotating forces recorded 
during the runs. The corresponding phase 1age of all
three displacements are close to 180? Clearly this would 
be a desirable operating position for smqoth running.
With further increase in speed the three displacement 
amplitudes grow and the phase lag values at the two 
journals draw apart significantly for the first time.
Finally, with reference only to Fig. 4.13 (c), at the 
second natural frequency (obtained on simple supports), the 
three displacement amplitudes reduce. The phase lag 
of the journal at the eccentric mass end of the rotor 
becomes 180^ out-of-phas© with the mass ©Qoantrioity while 
the journal at the other end of the rotor has returned to 
a position in which it is in phase with the mass eccentricity.

4.6 Comparison of theoretical and experimental results.
4,6 - 1 Rotor 1 - journal displacement :
circular orbit at natural frequency.
It is convenient to begin by comparing the particular 
theoretical prediction described in sect. 3 , 2-2, namely, 
that at a rotor running frequency corresponding to the 
first natural frequency of the rotor on simple supports 
(p = p = OO) the rotor journals move in a circle with a 
radius equal in magnitude to and precisely 180 out-cT-phase 
with the mass eccentricity.
At first sight the experimental results do not appear 
to provide good confirmation of this prediction. However,
on closer examination it becomes clear that the predicted
journal behaviour does occur but at higher rotor speeds
than expected. Thus, returning to Figs. 4.10, the higher
speed at which the vertical amplitude of a journal response
is equal to the mass eccentricity is quite sharply defined
due to its relatively rapid rate of chEinge in that vicinity.
When the horizontal amplitude and the phase magnitudes
corresponding to this defined speed are checked it is found
that in every case observed, including the otherwise
abnormal small clearance cases, the journal motion conforms
to that predicted to a high degree of accuracy.

Because of the large change in p values for small 
changes in rotor rotational frequency near the rotor 
natural frequency, the diagrams exaggerate the apparent 
difference between the experimentally observed and 
theoretically predicted speeds at which the condition occurs 
In fact, for bearing pairs other than those with the three 
smallest clearances, the condition is observed at speeds 
ranging from about 3250 rev/min to about 3330 re/min with 
an average value of about 3290 rev/min for the twelve runs.
This compares with the value of 3130 rev/min obtained from
(■the static resonance test. For the three smallest
clearances the values ranged from about 3>350 rev/min to 
about 3,400 rev/min.
It is difficult to wholly explain the discrepancy, 
either in terms of reduction of rotor span (calculated to 
be about -8 in - ten times the possible error), or in 
terms of the flexibility of the supposed simple supports 
used in the resonance test.
Apart from the slightly higher speeds at which the 
condition was observed for the three smallest clearances, 
there does not appear to be significant correlation between 
the slighiy different speeds at which the condition was 
observed and obvious variables.

4.6 - 2 Rotor 1 - journal displacement :
general form of response.
Since it has been found that neither a variation of 
“ ratios nor of load numbers in the regions of main 
interest have in themselves a significant effect on the 
journal response, the points plotted in Pigs. 4.l4 (c,d) 
will be taken as representative of the experimental values 
obtained and will be compared with the corresponding 
theoretical values in Pig, 3.5 (c,d).
It appears that the experimental values have a slight 
shift to the right relative to the theoretical ones, an 
observation corresponding to the discrepancy between the 
experimental and theoretical speeds for circular whirl 
discussed above. Thus, although the agreement between
the results as plotted is fair it would be improved by moving 
the experimental points to the left by an amount sufficient 
to cancel the discrepancy between the observed and predicted 
speeds of journal circular whirl,
Xn that case the observed amplitude and phase of the 
y values would appear to lie closely between the predicted
= 0  curves of £  = .4 and £ =  . 7. Also in that case,
the agreement between the observed and predicted x values 
would not be quite so good, the observed values of 
amplitude and phase being slightly less than predicted.

1 d
describe the behaviour remarkably well.
However, the ^ ^ curves of £  = .4 and G l- .7 still
4.6 - 3 Rotor 1 - rotating oil force.
For the same reasons as Figs, 4.l4 (cd) were 
considered'as representative of the journal displacement 
observations, Figs. 4.15 (c ,d) are taken as representative 
of the rotating oil force observations and will be compared 
with Fig. 3 .  ^ (c ,d).
The most striking difference between the experimental 
and theoretical results occurs for both the phases and 
amplitudes of the x force components for values of p in the 
range 1 to 20. In fact the discrepancy is understandable
when it is realised that the method of calculation of the 
theoretical values is inaccurate for journal displacement 
components which are close in amplitude to and close to 
180° out-ef-phase with the mass eccentricity. Referring
to Fig, 3*5 it can be seen that this is the situation for 
the X displacement components within the range of p from 
about 1 to 20 for journal eccentricity ratios of .4, ,7
and .9 *
With this proviso, the agreement between theory 
and experiment is good. For positive values of p, the 
experimental points agree well with the theoretical ~ =
0, ^  = .4 curve but the experimental phase points are

only in fair agreement. For negative values of the
experimental points appear to lie largely between the 
1 1“ = 0 and T = curves for both eccentricities ratiosd d
of ,4 and 17*
Throughout, the y amplitudes, and to a lesser extent 
the y phase lags, appear to be slightly smaller than 
predicted and agree least well with the ~ = 0, £  =
.7 curves.
The shift of experimental points to the right of 
theoretical points observed in the journal displacement 
results does not seem to be repeated and indeed, for 
negative values of p there appears to be a slight shift 
to the left.
4.6 - 4 Rotor 2
The theoretical predictions of rotor motion in Chapter
3 have not been evaluated numerically for Rotor 2. However
it is possible and of some practical interest to consider
the form of the theoretical predictions for^p^ . =nPj^^ =W lb W
0, the condition at which Rotor 2 was observed to run 
remarkably smoothly. In fact the condition corresponds 
to zero for the diagonal terms of the rotor receptance 
matrix and a minimum value for the cross receptance term
-y '
j'.-;
(see Fig. 4.7) both of which factors would indeed seem to 
suggest an optimum running condition. Clearly of equal 
interest in analyses of smooth running is the form of the 
matrix operator [^ "^3 * More work is required to evaluate 
the importance of these factors.
4.7 Use of synchronous whirl data
The linearity of the experimental results and their 
close agreement with the theoretical predictions based 
on the linear oil force theory provide strong support for 
the linear oil force theory and for the method of simple 
rotor synchronous whirl analysis set out in Chapter 3*
4.7 “ 1 Values of the oil force coefficients.
If the form of the theory based on eight oil force 
coefficients is applicable then these coefficients can be 
regarded as the unknowns of the present experimental 
work and since eight readings were taken at each whirling 
condition, in theory it should be possible to calculate 
the values of the coefficients from the experimental 
observations. However, in view of the number of variables 
involved which are difficult to measure accurately, and 
the extensive calculations that would be required, the 
determinations are impracticable and the experimental

results were never intended to be used in this way. 
Nevertheless the present correlation obtained between 
theory and experiment confirms the practicability and 
dsinability of experimental methods of coefficient 
determination using more specialised rigs. A rig, such 
as that being run by my colleague Mr. L . Paterson, which 
is based on the excitation of a rotating journal at 
frequencies much higher than its rotational frequency (to 
make the velocity force coefficients dominant), or one 
which excited a rotating journal at frequencies much lower 
than its rotational frequency (to make the displacement 
force coefficients dominant) are possible methods.
Thus the conclusion of the present experimental work 
with respect to linear oil force coefficients is that they 
can be used successfully for synchronous oil whirl 
predictions and that for this purpose the given theoretical 
values for ~ = 0 : O = .4 and © = .7 , have been found 
fairly satisfactory.
4.7 - 2 Total displacement and force
For many purposes it will be useful to obtain the 
total journal displacement and the total journal force and 
this can be simply done as for the particular case shown in 
Fig. 4.16 where, for Rotor 1, the relative orbits of the
journals, rotor geometric centre and rotor mass centre are

shown .
4.7 - 3 Some design implications
The work suggests two simple, useful generalisations
for rotors with their mass concentrated near the centre
running at load numbers 6 20 on oil films which
have linear force characteristics.
1 The maximum journal amplitude is close to 1^
X the rotor mass eccentricity.
2 The maximum rotating oil force is close to that 
given by the expression F = 6 ~ W. Thus for a value 
of rotor mass eccentricity equal to a twelfth of the 
bearing radial clearance, the maximum rotating force will 
be equal to half the bearing load.
No attempt has been made to re-arrange the results 
into a more convenient form for design purposes. However, 
some implications of the results for design will be 
briefly indicated.
Bearings:. For the ranges covered it has been found that 
1— ratio and oil inlet pressure have little effect on 
synchronous whirl. Also, provided that the smallest

clearance between journal and bearing is large enough 
relative to the rotor mass eccentricity for the oil force 
response to be reasonably linear, load number has little 
effect for the range covered.
Bearing clearance appears to have at least two 
significant effects. Firstly, for a constant load number, 
decreasing clearance clearly increases the chances of 
unfavourable non-linear behaviour and rubbing. The 
second effect is through the parameter p. Thus for a
given rotor and reasonably linear behaviour of the oil 
film, small clearance bearings will result in a ’peakier' 
(though not larger) amplitude response with respect to 
speed and it could therefore be argued that if it was 
unavoidable to run a rotor near one of its natural 
frequencies (obtained on simple supports), smoother running 
may be obtained with a small clearance than with a large 
one. However, the improvement is not large for the 
normal range of clearances employed and the smallest 
clearances are subject to the above non-linear objection.
Rotors : By indicating the width of the resonant condition,
the work should be useful in helping to decide to what 
values of natural frequency on simple supports a rotor 
can be designed in order to avoid resonant conditions when 
running on oil bearings.

By indicating the amplitude of the resonant 
response, the work should be useful in helping to decide 
the degree of balancing that is necessary to obtain smooth 
running.
With respect to balancing, the circular journal 
orbit motion would appear to be a basis for a potentially 
most useful balancing method.
Finally there is evidence that further study of 
the interaction of rotor receptances and bearing force 
coefficients would lead to the recognition of optimum 
conditions for smooth running.

PART ' 3
Unstable oil whirl of flexible rotors.

CHAPTER 3
Theoretical study of unstable oil whirl
Unstable oil whirl results from a condition in 
which the oil films supporting a rotor, far from con­
trolling the tendency of the rotor to whirl as they do 
for synchronous whirl rather encourage the build up of 
a large amplitude unstable whirl.
The instability has attracted much attention, mainly 
because of its significance for turbine engineers, but 
though many hypotheses have been put forward to explain 
the mechanism of the whirl's self-excitation, as yet none 
of these has been accepted as reliable. Therefore, 
with respect to this problem especially, turbine engineering 
practice has developed almost entirely on the results of 
field experience and of a few experimental investigations 
of the problem with models. Together these have suggested 
at least two ways in which the instability can be avoided.
Firstly, when unstable whirls have been observed 
during the commissioning of a set they have usually 
been successfully countered by modifying the journal 
bearing shells by grooving, lobing etc. There is a limit 
to the extent that bearings can be so modified and still 
perform satisfactorily with respect to other factors of 
major importance such as low power absorption and

reliability.
Secondly, an early empirical design criterion which is 
still commonly observed suggests that for stability the 
rotor running frequency be kept lower than twice the 
first rotor natural frequency (calculated on simple 
supports),
Although the above means have been successful in the 
past, more accurate and reliable data about unstable oil 
whirl on which design decisions may be based is clearly 
desirable, especially because of new factors being 
introduced by the rapidly increasing size of turbo­
alternators .
A reliable criterion can only come from a satisfactory 
explanation of the whirl mechanism and it is here 
suggested that the recent instability criteria obtained 
by using the linear oil force theory provide a satisfactory 
explanation. The experimental work described in the next 
chapter contributes some support to this suggestion. Both 
chapters include and extend a report of that part of the 
writer's work which has already been published in a joint 
paper with Dr. D . Morrison (ref. 19)*
In the present chapter, after consideration of simple 
symmetrical rotor/bearing systems, attention is turned to

unsymmetrical and multi-span systems and a method is 
suggested for the instability analysis of the most 
usual form of these systems.
5.1 Brief historical notes .
While investigating large vibrations of model rotors 
in oil bearings, Newkirk & Taylor in 19^5 (ref.42) first 
discovered that a rotor instability could arise for which 
the oil film was responsible. For an authoritative 
account of the efforts which took place between 1923 and 
1957 to explain the mechanism of the instability and to 
find a cure for it, the reader is referred to the review 
paper by Newkirk (ref, 46). Although the emergence of a 
satisfactory instability criterion could not be reported, 
Newkirk wrote "In view of the important role of the quasi­
elastic and damping of the oil film it is desirable that 
they be investigated further."
In fact, as described in Chapter 1, a linear oil force 
theory has developed since 1957 and the application of 
it to unstable oil whirl analysis is the subject of this 
chapter.

An altogether different instability hypothesis has
been implied by the work of Cole (ref. 4-7), Milne (ref. 22)
and Hughes (ref. 48) at N.E.L, The implication is that
"a complete film is associated with whirl, and a cavitated
film with stability," It can easily be shown that the
experimental work of both Cole and Hughes agrees with the
linear oil force stability analyses. However, the
analyses suggest that it is unsafe to use the second part
of the above implication as an instability criterion
because the rigs only covered a range of the parameter 
¥ / — (the significance of which will be described latermcW^in this chapter) which is well above those values of the 
parameter that the linear oil force analysis predicts 
would result in unstable conditions. The 'initial value* 
calculations of Milne neglect journal mass and indicate
stability for all such journals on cavitated oil films.
¥Since in this case the value of the parameter  rrv is^ mcW-^t*infinitely large, once more the linear oil force stability 
analyses agree with the calculations but not with the 
inférence that all cavitated oil films, are stable. The 
theory confirms that a complete oil film is inherently 
unstable.
Reference has already been made (ref, sect, 1,3 - 3 ) 
to a group of papers concerned with the instability 
implications of the non-linear characteristics of oil 
films. The preliminary investigations suggest that
non-linear inodes of instability are quite possible.
More work is required, however, before any firm conclusions 
can be drawn. If these analyses do locate and reliably 
predict non-linear modes of instability for such simple 
systems as a journal with mass, they would probably be 
of considerable direct use for the design of small rigid 
rotors. However, for the whirl analysis of a turbo­
alternator set with complicated, rotor and foundation 
characteristics, it is a matter of considerable numerical 
difficulty to include even the terms of the linear oil 
force theory. Thus it is difficult to imagine that for 
the purposes of turbo-alternator d e s i g n , the non-linear 
analyses of simplified systems can lead to anything more 
valuable than a suggestion of the qualitative nature of 
the effect of the non-linear force characteristics.
5.2 Application of the linear oil force theory to the 
conventional stability analysis of simplified 
rotor/bearing systems
The equations of. free motion of the simplest 
flexible rotor on oil films which are representable 
in terms of the linear oil force theory are obtained 
by equating equation 2.7 to the equation
corresponding to equation 1.9 :
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Dwhere G = ^is expressed in terms of five compound oil
film coefficients (which seem to have been first used by 
Morrison (ref. 18 ) and are plotted in Fig. 5.1 using the 
force coefficients from Fig. 1.5):
= px-x PxiJ
= <x^ x.x
'^2,
4  =
and in terms of three characteristic phase velocities

rotor angular velocity
km phase velocity of elastic vibration
of rotor on simple supports
'^^ p = ¥me phase velocity of the rotorX"oscillating pendulum-wise in the bearing clearance which
is characteristic, not because of any pendular motion^but 
¥because — is a measure of the scale of magnitude of the c
oil film stiffness.
Before discussing the motion of the full system a 
brief description of the behaviour of special cases of 
it will be given*
1 Static Instability
¥hen a rotating journal moves so slowly transversely 
that the incremental velocity dependent oil forces 
exerted on it are negligible, the incremental oil force 
on it wül be expressible in terms of the displacement 
coefficients only:
PX
P
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If the equations are taken separately then the 
conditions under which each component force is zero 
are given by:
= tan © XX ^ x y^x = 0, y ^ x x
p 0, Xy y (Xyx
where 9 , G for a variety of relative" values of the X y
displacement coefficients are given in Fig. 5*2. Thus
in Fig. 5.2a : - >  -'Is! o t
*^yx X X  ^
. . tan Q  tan 0y X
0
X
It can be seen that no matter the position of the journal, 
it always experiences a net restoring force. There is 
only one point of equilibrium - where the two zero force 
lines intersect.
in Pig, 3i2b: = 0
In this case there exists a line of equilibrium 
in Pig. 5.2c: ^ 0
In this case there exists a zone, shaded in Pig.
5.2c, in which the journal experiences a net force away 
from the origin.

Thug, depending on the value of force system
results in static stability, neutral stability or static 
instability respectively.
A different way of describing this possibility of 
instability has been given by Smith (ref. 20 ) who showed 
that if a point orbited the origin of the force system 
of Fig. 5*2c it would gain an amount of energy propor­
tional to if2^ and the area of the orbit.
The orientation of the F = 0  and F = 0  lines forX y
the case of the short and long bearing coefficients being 
used in this work are shown in Fig. 5 - 2cLwhere they are 
superposed on an assumed semi-circular journal centre 
equi1ibrium locus. From this figure or from the 
corresponding values of plotted in Fig, 5*1 it can
be seen that the static stability condition is well 
satisfied for these cases.
5.2 - 2 Dynamic Instability
Without velocity force coefficients : If Hummel * s
oil force form equation 5.4 is used for the dynamic analysis 
of the motion of the simplest rigid rotors or of the 
simplest flexible rotors, solutions of the corresponding 
frequency equations using the coefficient values in Fig.

1,5 show that the system is always positively damped 
and that for Tj . the roots are oscillatory.
The frequency of oscillation is not a function of the 
rotor running frequency except in so far as it determines 
the displacement force coefficients. By consulting 
Pig. 5.1 it will be seen that the inequality is only 
satisfied for eccentricity ratios less than about .7*
Non-osdilatory roots are obtained above this value. 
Predictions of rotor motion on the basis of this analysis 
have been made by Parszewski & Campron (ref, 49 ).
With velocity force coefficients : If the journal
mass is negligible, equation 5«1 reduces to : va-
2 "G + rp— G + = 0Tl
D %i.e. G = ¥  = - tTv +r 1 ""
1S2V  -
Once again the motion is predicted to be stable for the 
coefficient values in Fig. 1.5® If the square root 
is evaluated it is found that oscillatory roots are 
obtained for all eccentricities, A feature from the 
point of view of half speed or unstable oil whirl is 
that not only is the oscillation now expressed as a 
direct function of the rotor running frequency but the 
frequency ratio is found to be close to a half for 
small eccentricities.

If journal mass is considered, equation 5*1 reduces
to
G + G + "(^2^ — 0
5.4
Fourth, order equations are solvable by algebraic 
formulas but the numerical computation involved is large. 
For the present purposes, the chief interest in the above 
equation has been to discover whether or not bearing /conditions exist for which the equation yields unstable 
roots. Using the Routh-Hurwitz criterion Korovchinski 
(ref. §) and Holmes (ref.1^) have found that instability 
is indicated unless, in the present notation, the 
following condition is satisfied
 y  ^  iP   5.5
where P = 1 ^3   5-6
An alternative approach to the instability analysis is 
by Leonhard * s method as described by Morrison (ref. 18). 
This method also allows the unstable frequency ratio 
corresponding to the boundary of instability indicated 
by equation 3* 5 to be quickly found by putting G = iXt^ .^  
in equation 5.4 and solving the imaginary terms only to 
obtain

X ^2 ¥^3
¥Thus at the stability limit, substituting for ^^^2 
from inequality 3 # 5 :
\ 2  _ . £    5.7
Y 2where Q = ^  ■ - -5 • ^
It is of interest to note that the possibility of 
dynamic instability only arises for the bearing character­
istics considered when both journal mass and oil velocity 
dependent forces are taken account of.
The stability of the simplest flexible rotor case on 
oil films representable by the linear oil force theory 
(described in equation 3*1 and equation 3,2 in the present 
notation) has been investigated by several authors. 
Although the stability criteria arrived at are apparently 
dissimilar, it is shown in Appendix 6 that they are all
expressible in the form
^  \  ^ - Q  5.9
where P and Q have the same significance as in equation
3.6 and in equation 3*8 respectively. Moreover, it is 
found that for this case the unstable frequency ratio
is the same as that given in equation 3*7 where it can
be seen that the ratio is a function only of the bearing

running condition. Hence the whirl phase velocity,
is a fourth characteristic phase velocity of the system 
in addition to those defined after equation 3.2.
3.2 - 3 Discussion of instability criteria
Values of P and Q, obtained as described in Appendix
6, are plotted together in Fig. 3*3* It can be seen
that there are wide numerical differences between the 
results, presumably due to the different assumptions for 
bearing operation.
Bounding values of the results have been used to
plot stability boundaries in logarithmic form which are
compared in the stability chart Fig, 3.4. It is 
apparent that the three full theoretical treatments 
C, D and E give results of identical general form while 
the approximating treatments A and B give the asymptotes 
of the fuller theory,
A shaded area is shown which indicates the region 
occupied by experimental points which will be discussed 
in the next chapter.
5*3 Problems associated with the application of the linear oil force theory to the conventional instability analysis of realistic rotor/bearing systems
Although the instability criteria for the simple 
symmetrical flexible rotor case can probably be taken 
as a good guide towards the instability characteristics 
of symmetrical single-span rotor/bearing systems in 
general, it is of some importance to be able to extend 
the analysis to unsymmetrical and multi-span systems.
To examine the possiblities, the problem of ascertaining 
the instability characteristics of the rotor shown in 
Fig, 2.4 while it is supported on dissimilar bearings 
will be considered. From equation 1.9 and equation
p 2.29 the required equation of motion is:
0
0
lR
w. 5.10
The approach to the conventional stability analyses 
used in section 5.2. is to multiply out the frequency 
determinant and test the roots of the resulting frequency 
equation for positive real parts. Thus the order of the 
frequency equation in the present case is of interest.

The order of frequency equations corresponding to 
the form of equation 5 «10 can be simply determined by 
calculating the first and last terms of the expression 
that would be got by multiplying out the product of the 
diagonal terms of the frequency determinant. ¥hen the 
last term is rationalised, so also are all the other 
terms of the full frequency equation and this process 
will always make either the first term that of the highest 
order or the last term part of the term with the highest 
order. For an unsymmetrical flexible rotor, with n 
interspan masses, supported on N dissimilar bearings the 
order of the frequency equation is found to be N (4n + 2). 
Thus if the rotor is symmetrical and is supported on two 
similar bearings the order is 6 which checks with 
equation 5.2.
In the present 3-mass un symmetrical case the 
indicated order of the frequency equation is 28. The 
examination of the roots of such a high order frequency 
equation would seem to be quite impracticable by any 
other means than by trial and error for which purpose an 
extension of an analysis by Morrison (ref. 50) may be 
useful. Writing with respect to the simple symmetrical 
flexible rotor case already discussed, Morrison considered 
the form of the frequency determinant corresponding to a
forcing frequency which was a fraction of the rotor 
running frequency. It was found that the frequency 
determinant was zero for a frequency ratio of close to 
one half and that this condition corresponded to the 
unstable oil whirl prediction by the conventional means. 
Thus the condition for which the frequency determinant 
was zero for a real frequency ratio, a condition defining 
a stability boundary, could be found by trial and error. 
The extension of the process to unsymmetrical and multi­
span systems would appear to require no further justifi­
cation.
Thus for the present 3-iiiass case, P =
Pfla be substituted for ^BJL’
in equation 5*10 except that they would be regarded as
functions of X où , where X is real, and not of Ui .r r
Curves of P|_|_> *» be available in
terms of for the purposes of synchronous whirl 
analysis as in Fig. 4,6 and Fig. 4.7 . Since unstable
oil whirl is usually observed to have a frequency just 
less than half of rotor rotational frequency and in the 
region, of the rotors first natural frequency on simple 
supports, the following trial and error procedure 
suggests itself:
i Let X= and vary Pj_l* 
varying tO^close to2.0j to obtain a minimum value for 
the frequency determinant.
ii Vary X to improve the minimum,
iii Vary p^^, p^^ = Pjy^ > improve the minimum.
Repeat ii and iii until satisfied that the determinant 
is close enough to zero when will correspond to a
threshold of instability.
Since the determinant has complex coefficients, the 
above calculations would be lengthy and for this reason 
it is not known to what extent the method is practical. 
For appropriate cases, the technique for dealing with 
unsymmetrical and multi-span rotors described in section 
5*6 - 2 is recommended.
5 • 4 Spring«»like behaviour of oil films at the stabilityboundary
The simplest derivation of the condition of unstable 
oil whirl for a single bearing oil film is in extension 
of a concept advanced by Marsh (ref. 5i ). It can be 
argued that at the stability boundary, where theoretically 
harmonic vibration of constant amplitude could persist, 
the bearing oil film must be representable by a simple 
spring-like element. If, additionally, the system

apart from the oil film is axially symmetricthen the 
spring equivalence of the oil film must amount to a 
simple radial stiffness. It is supposed that this
1 Xradial stiffness is given by k = /^  c and that this 
condition only occurs at a particular whirl frequency
tOb /where p  and are functions of the bearing
running condition. Then, putting
JO-tO. b = 1 X where
in equation corresponding to equation 1.9
F.X
y
¥c
yx'' yy
X ¥c P 0 X
From which the frequency determinant is
- f t ky)
((^ yx+ Rrx) - P )y yy 'yy
0
Expanding this determinant and separating real and 
imaginary parts:
*  “^ 11 p
From which, using the symbols given at the beginning of 
section 5*2:
P 5.11
«.a X " -    __5.12
Substituting for f> in equation 5.12 from equation 5.11
^ ~   w l ---------- ^
Comparing equation 5.11 and equation 5.13 with 
equation 5.8 and equation 5.7 respectively it is found 
that
^ = Q 5. l4
\ ^ Qand A = = p   5,15
where Q and P are the values that have already been 
plotted in Pig. 5-3.
5.5 Application to rotor stability analysis of the spring-like behaviour of the oil film at a stability boundary,
The concept of the spring-like behaviour of the 
oil film at a stability boundary allows the stability 
boundaries of certain rotor/oil film systems to be simply 
deduced. After illustrating its application to the case 
of a rotor of the type used for the experimental work 
described in the next chapter, the treatment of more
practical rotor systems is considered.
5.5 - 1 Instability of a symmetrical flexiblerotor taking account of journal mass
The rotor considered is of the type shown in Fig,
5.1 which is considered to be supported in similar bearings. 
The frequency equation describing its motion is of eighth 
order which means that an investigation of the nature of 
its stability by conventional means would be extremely 
awkward.
If the rotor, rotating at phase velocity OJ^  whirls 
symmetrically in the bearings at a phase velocity 
such that each oil film behaves like a spring of stiffness 
k^ ” the rotor/oil film system can be represented
by the equivalent mass/spring system shown in Fig. 5«5 
for which the following relationship holds:
* P a  ■ “
5.16
Simplify this equation by
i multiplying through by nil 1
ii letting ~ ~ CC) ? ”
iii putting V
Then equation ^,l6 becomes
ID
m X 0
After some manipulation this can he put into the form
210- 1
m:L_ Ami+m2
Substituting in the top line for p  =. QX2 0= pr r from equation 5*15
p Ca^ ~ Q
m.
1 -
u p  ■
from equation
5.17
As should be expected, for m^ equation 5.1?
corresponds to inequality 5*9 while for m^ 
equation 5*17 corresponds to inequality 5*5.
m
Using the oil film spring concept, an investigation 
of the effect of bearing foundation flexibility on rotor 
stability has recently been published by Lund (ref. 52 )

5.5 - Instability of any rotationally symmetric single span or multi-span rotor running on oil film bearings with the same load numbers.
It is general turbo-alternator practice to design 
bearings on the basis of a common load number. For 
this case, the concept of the spring equivalence of an 
oil film at a stability limit can be applied to the 
stability analysis of the system.
As an illustration, consider the un symmetrical
rotor in Fig. 2.4 supported in bearings running at the
same load number. If the rotor whirls at the unstable
whirl frequency ratio ^ = ^ b  ,
Ca) r
1 o
1 o f= '.
5.18
Substituting this result into the equation for the
system equation 5.10 and also substituting pLL’ ^LR
PRL' ^RR for PLR ^RL’ ^RR ■^ b.ere p^ ^^
Pr I^, Pr r  are treated as functions of AcO^  and not of
, equation 5.10 becomes:

J.
Wu
0 0
0 0 y^ .
— 1O /
/0 Xr1o o
 r
for which the corresponding frequency aqua
= 0 5.19
0
5.20
Thus the following sequence of steps should allow 
the calculation of the rotor rotational frequency for 
unstable conditions:
i Find p  from equation 5.l4
ii Find from equation 5.15
iii From the plotted values of p.., , Pr-r, - P-t^ t > Pt^t.RL ^RR
estimate, initially by inspection, when equation 5.20 is 
satisfied.
iv Hence obtain by using ii and the value of XlXi,
which satisfies equation 5*20.
CHAPTER
Experimental study of unstable oil whirl
In contrast to the considerable activity on the 
theoretical front there has been little experimental work 
on the problem of unstable oil whirl. No doubt this 
has been largely due to the bewildering number of variables 
which would have to be taken account of in a comprehensive 
phenomenological approach.
As described in the previous chapter, the recent 
application of the linear oil force theory to the problem 
has suggested characteristic dynamic parameters of the 
system and pointed the way for a rational experimental 
programme which is the subject of the present chapter. The 
bulk of this work has already been reported in the 
writer's joint paper with Dr. D. Morrison (ref. I9 ) but 
since that publication, a new correlation between the 
experimental results has been found. Also, by taking 
account of the effective journal mass, the experimentally 
defined stability criterion has been found to be slightly 
more restrictive than previously reported..
6.1 Brief historical notes
An authoritative review of early experimental work 
on unstable oil whirl is contained in Newkirk's 1957 
review paper (ref. 46 ). There the subject is traced
from a paper describing experimental work which resulted 
in the discovery that the oil films were responsible for 
unstable oil whirl (ref. 42 ) to subsequent papers by
Pinkus (ref. 53> 54) and Newkirk & Grobel (ref. 55 )
describing work which primarily set out to find a 
practical cure for the problem in the form of 'elliptical,' 
'lobed' or ,'self-loaded' bearings, rather than to u nder­
stand the unstable oil whirl mechanism. Reference was
also made to a group of papers (ref.' 56,57 > 58 ) which
describe a systematic experimental investigation of the 
influence of plain journal bearing parameters on unstable 
oil whirl during which one end of a symmetrical flexible 
rotor was supported in the specimen journal bearing while 
the other end rested on a ball bearing race. The
conclusions of this experimental investigation were of a 
qualitative nature. In fact the results obtained can
be shown to agree well with the linear oil force stability 
criterion but, on account of the small clearances of the 
specimen bearings and the use of the ball bearing race, 
the results cover a narrow and relatively uninteresting 
range of the dominant parameter of the problem as suggested 
by the linear oil force theory, W p/
More recently the experimental work of Cole (ref k'J ) 
and Hughes (ref. 48 ) has implied that a cavitated oil 
film is inherently stable. The limitations of their 
results have already been mentioned in sect. 5.1.
Hori (ref. l4) gives a qualitative description of 
an experimental investigation of unstable oil whirl which 
provides little specific support for his theoretical 
instability criterion.
Recent experimental work at Loughborough (ref 5 , l6 ) 
has concentrated on the unstable oil whirl of a short 
rigid rotor on 360^film journal bearings. This type
of bearing is rarely met with in practice but it was 
chosen for ease of comparison of the results with 
theoretical analyses of non-linear oil force effects.
6.2 Experimental rig
6,2 - 1 Basis of rig design
The unstable oil whirl analysis of the previous 
chapter for a flexible rotor with its mass concentrated 
near the centre suggests that for that case the unstable 
oil whirl criterion can be expressed as a function of 
the bearing running condition and of two frequency ratios 
H \ ' I Pi I . It is clearly desirable to base the

experimental programme on ranges of these parameters of
practical interest.
2 clc= -j-p- : The significance of the parameter
yypj
ck jr has already been discussed in sect. 4 . 2 - 1  where it W
was decided that the range of greatest practical interest 
is about 0.5 <  ^  3 . Referring to the
theoretdroJL stability chart Pig. 5.4 it can be seen that 
this range is just the region in which the 'break' in the 
various stability boundaries occurs and is thus by 
inference the region in which real systems are not closely 
approximated by either of the limiting hypotheses A or B.
w / : The stability chart Fig. 5.4 and the. rresults of previous observations of unstable oil whirl 
suggested that rotor rotational frequencies above twice 
the simply supported rotor natural frequency may be 
required for instability in some cases. Consideration 
of this factor, of the maximum safe speed of the rig and 
of realistic bearing running conditions suggested the 
choice of a rotor natural frequency corresponding to 
about 3,000 rev/min.
Load number: Both theory and experiment suggested
that bearing load number has a considerable influence 
on unstable oil whirl and it was therefore resolved to 
cover as wide a range as possible.

6.2 " 2 Main assembly features
A ph-otograph. of the experimental rig used is given 
in Fig, 4.2. The rig employed the same foundations, 
bearing housings, drive, speed measurement device and 
oil temperature measurement device as were used for the 
synchronous whirl experiments and described in Chapter 4. 
The instability rig was different, however, in the 
following respects.
Rotor: On the basis of the above reasoning the
rotor shown in Fig. 6j.was designed. Constructed from
a single shaft with a shrunk on disc, the rotor was 
machined all over and weighed 50 lb f. To estimate
the effective journal mass, half of the mass of the 
shaft was divided equally between the journals where it 
was added to the journal masses, while the other half 
of the shaft mass was added to the mass of the centralmidisc. This method gives ------  = .193*
By means of a resonance test similar to that 
described in sect. 4.2-^ the natural frequency of the rotor 
on simple supports was .found to correspond to 2,880 
rev/min, Thus ^ _ 91,000   6.1

Bearings: The bearing clearances were chosen on
the basis of the above reasoning. Thus
^ = I M    6.2c c
Hence, using equations 6.1 and 6.2,
_ 91000 c _ c ________________  6.3
fA 386 .00425
The desired practical range o f   values was
obtained by using a variety of bearing diametral clearances 
(nominally .005, .008, .010, .015, .020, .025 in). The
bearings were the same ones as those used for the 
synchronous whirl experiments except that they had been 
machined to a slightly different bore diameter and that 
initially they had no axial oil groove. The same range 
of ~ ratio was used.
Lubricants: To obtain a variety of bearing operating
conditions for the same rotor/bearing combination, oils 
with three different viscosity characteristics were used:
Absolute viscosity (cp)
at lOO^F at 210°F
Norpol 35 10 2
Norpol 45 40 4.8
Norpol 55 90 7
X “r W
The oil was gravity fed from a tank (about 8 ft 
head) to the bearing surfaces initially through a single 
oil hole which was graded according to the bearing
C o  *7 1lengths (*j-g‘ "g YS 2 in^ * Later tests were completed 
with an axial oil groove J in wide and l/l6 in, deep 
coincident with the oil hole.
6.2 - 3 Unstable whirl detection and measurement
The system used for unstable whirl observation is 
shown diagrammatically in Fig. 6,2. The motion of one 
of the rotor journals relative to its bearing was 
monitored by two moving coil transducers attached to 
the bearing housing with their probes contacting the 
journal in the same way as for the synchronous whirl 
observations and shown in the photograph in Fig. A 5-2.
The signals from the transducers were integrated 
by vibration meters which gave an approximate display of 
whirl amplitude. After a fixed amplification of about 
X 40, the signals were connected to the x and y terminals 
of an oscilloscope to obtain a trace of the whirl orbit.
After some practice, the frequency of small unstable 
whirls at the threshold of full instability was obtainable
using a lissajous figure technique. The small unstable
whirls were usually of an unsteady amplitude which 
tended to grow, but with a constant frequency for a given 
system.
In order to prevent the masking of the small unstable 
whirl signals by small synchronous signals caused either 
by the residual out-of-balance of the rotor or by pulses 
transmitted to the transducer probes by minute 
irregularities on the journal bearing surface, the 
synchronous signals were much attenuated by a tunable 
filter which was switched into series with one of the 
transducer outputs. The efficient tuning of the filter 
was greatly assisted by referring to a large waveform 
display oscilloscope which provided a valuable method 
of distinguishing the 'half speed' whirl signal.
Thus modified, the transducer signal was compared 
with a strong, variable frequency signal from an 
oscillator and when a steady lissaj ous figure was 
obtained by synchronisation of the oscillator signal, 
the oscillator frequency could be read off from a four 
figure digital counter.

6.3 Experimental phenomena and procedure
6.3 “ 1 Effect of variable frequency external
excitation on rotor close to instability.
The nature of the stability boundary was initially 
investigated with caution. Mainly for safety reasons it 
Tvas hoped that close to instability,, the rotor response to 
external excitation would provide a useful method of 
defining the instability boundary by extrapolation from 
a stable condition. The reasoning is based on an
analysis by Morris on (ref. 50 ).
Accordingly, a 5 watt variable frequency exciter 
was bolted to the foundation at the free end of the rotor.
It was coupled by means of a small ball bearing race to 
a short quill located co-axially in the rotor. A series
of tests were completed in which, for a rotor speed just
beloW' instability, the response of the rotor journal 
was noted to a variety of excitation powers and frequencies. 
It was found that the response was resonant at an exci- 
ation frequency equal to that of the self-excited small 
whirls usually occurring near the stability limit. The 
procedure was repeated for rotor speeds closer to the 
stability boundary when, for the same excitation power, 
the resonant amplitude increased while the resonant 
frequency remained almost constant. After further
repetitions the unstable speed could be extrapolated as 
shown for a particular case in Fig. 6 .3 . This speed
corresponded well with that obtained by increasing the 
rotor speed until full instability developed.
It was felt that this method could provide a 
comprehensive indication of the degree of sensitivity
and of the unstable frequency characteristics of the
system as it approached instability. Difficulties were
present, however. To measure resonant amplitude
accurately, the excitation usually had to be in phase as
well as synchronised with any self-excited small, whirls
which was awkward because of the unsteady nature of the
whirls. Also, due to small synchronous signals, large
levels of excitation were often required and the accuracy
of the extrapolation suffered correspondingly.
6.3 - 2 Nature of the stability boundary
After several preliminary runs a pattern of rotor 
behaviour emerged which was confirmed by the subsequent 
experimental programme.
A typical rotor response is given in Fig, 6.4. On 
increasing rotor speed from rest, the rotor experienced a 
resonant synchronous whirl of small amplitude at a running

frequency close to the rotor’s simply supported natural 
frequency, the whirl amplitude decreasing as the running 
frequency was increased above that value.
On further acceleration to some higher speed, the 
rotor suddenly became unstable, the fully developed 
unstable whirl being close in form to the circle dictated 
by the bearing clearance and with a frequency slightly 
less than half of the running frequency. Broadly
speaking two forms of transition from stable to unstable 
motion was observed.
(±) With an unstable running frequency not far
above the rotor natural frequency on simple supports 
the transition was by means of a double looping of the 
original synchronous whirling orbit. With increased 
speed, one of the loops decreased in size relative to the 
other and began to move around the inside of the larger 
one while it remained stationary. Corresponding to 
further increases in speed, the smaller loop continued to 
decrease in size and moved round more rapidly inside the 
larger one which then began to expand and move round in 
the same direction until eventually the small loop 
disappeared and the rapidly rotating large loop burst 
into the fully developed instability. This sequence
was observed on many occasions.
(ii) With, an unstable running frequency well above
the rotor natural frequency on simple supports, the rotor 
was steady immediately before instability. From almost
a point, the journal centre trace suddenly opened out in 
a spiralling elliptical path to the fully developed 
instability. Often small amplitude unstable whirls were
impossible to observe in these circumstances. Although 
a less violent instability than (i) this type had a 
smaller transition speed range.
On a few occasions only, corresponding to load 
numbers higher than 2 5 , the rotor was still stable at the
rig speed limit of about 7,000 rev/min. In this
condition the rotor was often unsteady without becoming
fully unstable. On two of these occasions, with bearing
pairs of 1 x .020 in and .667 x .010 in, the whirl
frequency was observed to be locked onto a fraction of 1exactly 3 of the rotor running frequency, the whirl
frequency in both cases being close to 1920 rev/min, or 
2“ of the rotor’s natural frequency on simple supports.
On about four other occasions, at lower speeds, mildly
resonant whirls were observed with a locked frequency
1ratio of exactly These were in some cases difficult
to distinguish from the unstable oil whirls and occurred 
at whirl frequencies of I66O, 1820, 2100 and 2550 rev/min.
f> _
These ’locked' frequency ratios are almost certainly a 
result of non-linear characteristics of the oil film 
since these would provide a coupling between sub-harmonic 
motion of the rotor and the synchronous out-of-balance 
forcing effect.
When the rotor speed was reduced from the fully 
unstable state in order to regain stability it was always 
necessary to make the reduction to a speed rather lower 
than that at which the instability had occurred. This 
’hysteresis effect’ varied from as much as 600 rev/min 
down to practically zero. Although for each run the
speed at which stability was regained was quite con­
sistent, no meaningful correlation with other factors was 
observed except that the effect increased with clearance.
On the occasions on which speed was increased several 
hundred rev/min during a fully developed instability the 
whirl amplitude tended to increase and no inclination 
to pull through the large whirl was observed. Although 
the fully developed Unstable whirl resulted in large 
rotating forces the rig was safe in the sense that 
practically no metal to metal contact was observed.
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6.3 - 3 Experimental procedure
For each, experimental point, the rotor was 
accelerated until unstable whirling occurred. The speed 
was then reduced until whirling ceased and reset to about 
100 rev/min below the unstable speed. The rotor was run 
at this condition for about one hour in order to reach 
thermal equilibrium. During this period the unstable
whirl was often considerably effected by the decrease in 
lubricant viscosity with increase in temperature. It 
was observed that below a load number of about 5 the 
warming decreased the unstable speed but it had the 
opposite effect for higher load numbers.
After thermal equilibrium was reached the relevant 
condition was determined by measuring:
1. the bearing'temperatures ;
2. the frequency of small amplitude (i.e. incipient) 
unstable whirl where this was observable, as it usually 
was ;
3. the rotor speed at the onset of large amplitude 
unstable whirl. Six readings of this speed were taken 
for each point and the mean value used. These speeds 
were repeatable to about 20 rev/min in each test run.
1 4 0
6.4 Analysis of experimental results
A selection of the results obtained at the 
stability boundary is given in the Table in Fig. 6.5*
Two almost independent methods of analysis of the 
results were used.
6.4 - 1 Evaluation of P and Q primarily from
observed values of r
1 -
From equation 3.17:
y
p \~\ “ Q 6.4
Grouping the points into ranges of load number, 
that is 0 - 1.3, 1.3 - 3, 3 - 6 and 6 - 20, values of
I have been plotted againstm +m/  te)% \ ^ in Fig. 6.6. In Fig. 6.6 (a, b, c, d) the oilW / ^r/corresponding to each point can be distinguished while for 
Fig. 6.6 (p, q , r , s) the “ ratio for each point can be
distinguished. In both sets of figures the points 
corresponding to grooved bearings have been circled.
A line has been drawn in each figure which is 
considered representative of the right hand boundary of 
the points and from the slope and intercept of these lines,

values can be deduced for P and Q respectively.
6.4 Evaluation of P and Q primarily from
observed values of Wb
From equation 5-7
Q 6.3
bW
Substituting equation 6.3 into equation 6.4 it can 
readily be shown that
Q
m1 - 1
Wb\ 2
i97| J
6.6
1These relationships may be used to determine P and
Q for each experimental point as a function of load number.
P^ots of P and Q obtained in this way are shown in Fig.16.7 and Fig 6.8 respectively where, as for Fig. 6.6, d 
ratio, oil and grooving can be distinguished. Lower
boundaries are drawn which are considered as representative 
of the experimental points and the stepped function obtained 
by the method of section 6.4 - 1 is also given for
comparison.

6.4 - 3 Significance of the scatter of experi­
mental P and Q values.
It is immediately clear from Pig. 6.6 (a, b, c, d), 
Fig. 6.7 (a) and Fig. 6.8 (a) that there is a strong 
correlation between the boundaries of the scatter regions 
and those points that were obtained with the thinnest 
oil, Norpol 35» The correlation is particularly 
striking in the P and Q diagrams where it can be seen 
that the points corresponding to the ungrooved bearings 
with the medium oil form a group behind the ungrooved 
thin oil points while those points obtained with the 
thickest oil and ungrooved bearings form a group still 
further away from the boundary.
The grooving appears to have improved the correlation 
with the boundary of the thickest oil group of points, to 
have scarcely altered the position of the medium oil 
group and to have somewhat reduced the correlation of the 
thin oil group.
Pig. é.è (p, q, r , s), Fig. é»*? (b) and Fig. é-8 (h)
suggest that the points corresponding to large “ ratios
agree rather better with the boundary than those
1corresponding to the small — ratios but there are

notable exceptions with the thickest oil.
Although there are no doubt a variety of possible 
explanations of the significance of the above correlations, 
the following is offered as the most likely one.
During a fully developed unstable oil whirl the 
pumping action of the journal is observed to be much 
greater than for steady operation at the same speed. 
Therefore if the supply of oil to the bearing is such 
that it cannot meet the volume requirement of a fully 
unstable condition, presumably the system cannot become 
fully unstable. Since the situation was’ little improved 
by the grooving, it would seem that in the present case 
the supply system behind the inlet is responsible. In 
fact, it is probable that the resistance of the thickest 
oils in the % in diameter supply tubes was sufficiently 
large to considerably reduce the effective pressure head 
at the bearing. It is therefore suggested that the 
results with the thinnest oil correspond most closely to 
the ideal supply assumptions of the theory and that more 
consistent results would have been obtained with the 
thicker oils if a pressurised oil supply had been used.

6.5 Comparison of theoretical and experimental results
For comparison, values of P and Q corresponding to 
the stepped functions obtained in Fig. 6.6, to the lower 
boundaries of the points in Fig. 6.7 and Fig. 6.8 and to 
representative theoretical values have been plotted in 
Fig. 6.9 and Fig. 6.10 respectively. The theoretical
values which are plotted in terms of journal eccentricity 
have been related to the experimental results which are 
plotted in terms of load number by using Ockvirks 
experimental curve (ref. 7 )•
6.5 “ 1 P values.
The lower boundary of the experimental values of P 
is lower than any of the theoretical values except those 
of Hori. However, since Hori's assumption of bearing
boundary conditions is not a practical one (.e.g. see 
discussion of long bearing boundary condition in Appendix 
1) his corresponding numerical stability criterion is 
unlikely to be accurate. Therefore, remembering that
it is low values of P which are critical for instability, 
the lower boundaiy of the experimental P values is 
suggested as the most practical for instability calculations 
Apart from the high values of Pinkus & Sternlicht the 
remaining theoretical values are in fair agreement 
with the suggested practical curve, the agreement being 
good for high load numbers. For the lowest load numbers, 
where few experimental points were obtained, the
recommended curve has been drawn to take account of 
the theoretical treatments which agree best with the 
experimental curve for the higher load numbers.
6.5 - 2 Q values
Bearing in mind that for a given P value high 
values of Q are the most critical for instability, it is 
of some importance to consider the significance of the 
spread of the points corresponding to the thicker oils 
to high Q values. In fact it must be remembered that 
the high Q values correspond to P values which are also 
abnormally high and that for Q ^  ^ a whirl frequency 
of greater than half of the running frequency is implied 
but in fact was never observed in the experiments and 
rarely has been in the history of the subject. Hence 
an upper limit in the Q chart is provided by the curve 
Q = ^ as deduced from the recommended curve of P values 
in Fig. 6 ,9“ By referring back to Fig, 6.8 it can be 
seen that the Q = . ^ curve closely follows the Q values 
obtained experimentally using the thin oil. The curve 
encloses the practical theoretical Q values except at 
load numbers higher than about 10, Since the whirl 
frequency ratio was observed to be less for high load 
numbers than for low ones, the experimental curve which 
lies between the ^ curve and the majority of the theoretical
values is preferred for that region. The theoretical
values of Q are only in fair agreement with the proposed 
practical Q curve.
6.6 Use of unstable whirl data
6.6 - 1 Single-span symmetrical rotors with
mass concentrated in the centre,
A stability chart, derived from the practical values 
of P and Q given in Pig. 6.9 and Pig. 6.10 respectively, 
is given in Pig. 6.11 and may be used to check the 
stability of a proposed rotor design as described by 
Morrison (ref. 18).
Alternatively the P and Q values may be used as 
suggested by Martin in his contribution to the discussion 
of reference 1 9 * In that form the effect on rotor 
stability of modifications to bearing design may be 
readily estimated.
6.6 - 2 Practical rotors
In ajppropriate cases the values of P and Q can also 
be used for the instability analysis of more practical 
rotor systems in the manner suggested in section 5*5-

As a simple example of this application, the 
stability of the type of rotor which was assumed to 
approximate the rotor used in the experiments will be 
considered at a load number of 3 (which seems to 
correspond to about the most unstable bearing runningmicondition.) For -- - -  = 0 the stability boundary' m +m.1 ^corresponds to the N_ = 3 boundary of Fig. 6.11 and isJw
replotted in Fig. 6.12. The stability boundary formiintermediate values of  — - of 0.1 and 0,k have been"^ 1 2obtained by substituting these values and the recommended 
values of P and Q into equation 6,4, It is found that 
for a greater distribution of mass but the same 
clearance, bearing load, bearing running condition and 
rotor natural frequency (i.e. same rotor static 
deflection - implying a reduction of shaft stiffness),mithe stability is improved. The condition -----  = 1mi+m2
is the bounding case of a rigid rotor.

CONCLUSION
An advantage of the linear oil force theory relative 
to earlier oil film theories used for oil whirl is that, 
because of the linearisation which is the basis of the 
theory, for whirl^the dynamic characteristics of hydro- 
dynamic oil films and the dynamic characteristics of 
whirling rotors may be considered independently. Also
due to the linearisation, the equations of whirling motion 
of combined rotor/oil film systems are of a simple form.
It is clear, however, that analyses based on these equations 
cannot be regarded as reliable until it has been shown 
that the linearisation itself is reliable in practice. 
Although ideally this check ought to be made with full 
size machines, the remarkably good correlation between 
the experimental results of the present investigations with 
model rotors when the results are plotted in terms of 
parameters suggested by the linear oil force theory 
provides strong support for the theory.
The correlation between the numerical whirl predictions 
and the experimental whirl results is also good. However, 
this comparison highlights the desirability of obtaining 
accurate evaluations of the set of oil force coefficients. 
Since a variety of analytical solutions of the coefficients 
are available which yield different numerical values, 
.experimental determinations of the coefficients would be of

interest.
On the basis of the good correlation between the 
theory and the experiment of this thesis, it is suggested 
that the given theoretical and experiméntal results can be 
regarded as reliable guides to the behaviour of simple, 
practical rotor/oil film systems. Furthermore, since
the application of the receptance theory for rotors has 
shown that the same form of whirl analysis used for the 
simple rotor/oil film system applies to systems with axially 
unsymmetrical rotors or with co-axially coupled rotors, it 
is also suggested that in the latter cases the application 
of the linear oil force theory will yield reliable oil whirl 
results. Since the detailed solution of the whirling of 
most practical systems involves lengthy calculations, the 
importance of both qualitative analytical approaches and 
model rotor experiments should be considered for the inves­
tigation of design criteria.
Although the work of this thesis has been based on the 
assumptions of immovable bearing housings and relatively 
ideal rotors, the justification of the use of the linear oil 
force theory and, in part, the rotor receptance theory are 
logical steps in the development of analyses which take 
account of other system variables.
A P P E N D I X _____ I
A 1.1 To find simple relations between the velocity force coefficients and displacement force coefficients of a long bearing
Morrison (ref.l8 ) not only deduced simple explicit 
relations between the velocity and displacement force 
coefficients of a short bearing but also showed that 
these relations should be independent of film extent.
That is, the relations were functions only of the oil 
film equations and not of the circumferential end 
conditions.
Following a method similar to Morrison’s, the writer 
has found that for the long bearing case the same simple 
explicit relations hold for three of the four velocity 
force coefficients but that no simple relation is 
apparent for the fourth coefficient.
Extensive preliminary investigations of the problem 
were hampered by an incorrect choice of dynamic 
circumferential boundary conditions. To emphasise the
effect of this choice, the results of an early analysis 
based on it are given.

A 1.1 “ 1 Reynold’s equation for the dynamic
long bearing case - derivation of circumferential 
pressure gradient, ^
Referring to Fig.1.1 and making the usual assumptions
, . . , , . 1 Pq ^h Ai. 1Continuity equation: — g-g = ' —------ ----------------
T-v ^ . 1 ^  A1.2Force equation: ^ = /) -— —-----------------R / ^ y2
Integrating equation A1.2 twice with respect to y , 
putting
u = 0 at ' y = 0
u = RLO^ . at y = h
u = 27)R Qd h
 ^ = ’s - = - ï i^  If ^o
With displacements r and s defined in Fig, 1.6,
h = c 4- e cosD -K r cosB - s sinB _____  A1.4
Substituting equation AL, 4 into equation Al. 1 and 
integrating w.r.t. 6 ,
q = - R ( r sinS + s cos 9 ) + 0. Al-5
where the dot notation indicates differentiation w.r.t 
time and 0^ is constant w.r.t.0 .
Thai from equation Al. 3 and equation AL. 5 :
+ R (r sinB + s cos©- )12YJR de = c
AL 6
This equation may be obtained directly from the 
long bearing form of Reynold’s equation 1.1 after one 
integration. It has been derived here to obtain the 
flow relations equation Al.3 and equation A1.5 which will 
be used to discuss boundary conditions.
Re-arranging Al.6 :
(e + r + s) cosQ- sinB + c-C2
h-
AI.7
Hence p = 6tjr (e + r + s ) CcosPd© _( ^ )
J
sin9d0
A1.8
Let p = o at 9 = 9 ^ in equation A1.8
p =
+ (c -
e I cos8 d&+ / Z ■ \J   —  (  ) cos6d6 I 2 r \  I sin6d&  3~ - (s-— )©, Ï1
6, h-
  A I .9
Also let p = o at 0 = 0 in equation A 1.8.
2( c - C ^ ) = - ( e + r + - ^ s J8, cos 8 d6h ’
sin8 d9
h3
s,
dS
i.e. (c - C ) = (e + r + |-S) I + ( J"1s r)
where dOÔ, h-^  , K =
CO s9 dQ J =
6, h
Then
sinDd0
8, h-
ALIO
Substituting equation ALIO into equation Al.?
2 . s / K^ / 2© - f) - (s- ^ r )  (sin© -
h'
A1.11
A 1.1 2 Definition of oil pressure forces.
Referring to Fig.11, the components of the total 
oil pressure force in the r and s directions are;

Q.
Qs
= - RI r p cosO d©
e, »,= RI f p sin0 d0
ST
Integrating by parts:
- - RI r p sinsl.
Q RI I - p cosd +
Since p at 6^  = p at 6^
Q
Q
dp
in©
Jj  g  cosôVt
0
sin0- d©de
Si
RI @5 ff
d©
dO
A1.12
Definition of oil force coefficients.
2 ’ 2 •On the basis that r, s, —r—r , -— s are small relative
to e, let
Q — Qro pr P s P r
Q
Where the oil force components Q , Q balancero s o
the static load on the bearing. The remaining force 
components are assumed proportional to displacements 
and velocities of the journal centre. The constants 
of proportionality are the displacement force coefficients, 
a, and the velocity force coefficients, b, referred to in
equation 1.8 where here
®rr = ^  ' ®rs = ^pr a S
_______________  A113
•b ^  b  -rr  r rsP r s
3 Q. -h _ sQ.h = ^ s hsr ^ - ssa r a s
A 1.1 - 3 Differentiation of an integral.
B^=h(r)
For a function f^(r) = ^ f r ,G ) d0 where
0^  = a(r)
both a (r) and b(r) are continuous and differentiable 
functions of r for u ^  r v; and for f^ (r ,8) to be 
a continuous function of r and S where 8, ^  B ^  ^
u ^  T V, it can be shown that
If it can be assumed that the integral term is 
much larger than the other two, the above equation 
reduces to:
B..
A1.14—  f, (r) = I—  f (r ,©) d©dr dr

A 1.1 Evaluation of oil force coefficients.
Using the result equation AL l4, the oil force 
coefficients defined in AII3 can he evaluated by 
differentiating the oil forces expressed in AL, 12 after 
substituting for from AL11. Now
K
h-
^ Y j " 3e (cos 8 - l) cos 8
h
and similarly for g  g  (^g)
Also
ddr (f)- ddr
02
r cosBdS
©•) 1x3
---------i, d©h3
-3I COSO dO K I COS& d9Î 6') - r
r K
2. \( cos6 - I ) cosQ d6
T ~0: K
Similarly ^  ^ 3 (cos6 " I) sin© dSds VI h
d, (J\ _. d (j\ and correspondingly for dr \j/ ds l l /.
Collecting these results, the displacement and 
velocity force coefficients can be expressed as follows:
rB
a _  = |6,
b:r _K p  _K _ Jl(cos& l)sin&d©- 3e \ (cosQ Ï ) ( sin8 l)cos&
h3 Ô. I?
d9
^sr =
a = 6nR-^ lui, rs / -<
a g g  = 6itr3ii4.
"K K
e,
r& _  . &*■ _ . _ v  2j(cos0 l)cos©d8- 3e j (cos6 I ) cos© d©
,8. h3 G, 1?
’ h  _J G* _K _Jj(sin8 l)sin9d8^ \ (cos© l)(sin© I )sin© dG
K hIT
0,
' h-'2 J ôj^
( sin9"Ï)cos0d©^ 3e I (cosS l) sin© d6
h" h
rr
sr
rs
b S 3
brs
b = b rs' sr
t06t)r  iiAf 2 i
Sin
ô-ÏJR^ lui-V 2 1.6»
6t)r 3 i W. 2U4* 1
6rp?i 4* 2 JB,
6rj-R xüà*-
2 1:
6tjr3 i W» 2 1
( sin9 l)sinG d©-
(sinQ l)cos6 d© 
3b'Kf ( Î )sin© dB
3h-
h
J ( cosB “~l)cos8 d&
K(cosQ ainS Î sinB )d©
h J
b-
AII5
AI.16

Referring back to equation AL11 and equation AL12,
if r = s = r = S “ 0,
&
Qro =
K(cos© Î ) sin© d©
_  G, _K(cos© l) cos© d©
39» h"
¥ cos <p
¥ sin^
All?
where ¥ is the static load on the bearing and <j> is the 
attitude angle of the journal line of centres.
As shown by Morris on (ref,18)
_ ^ cosç  ^ _ - ¥ sin^_____________________ass rs
Substituting equation All? and equation AL18 into 
equation AL15 and using equation ALl6:
A1.18
b = b sr rs
ss
2lOx2u3>
ass
a rs
Al.19
Attempts to obtain a simple relation between the
fourth velocity coefficient b and the displacementrr ^
coefficients were made by trying to make use of the fact 
that the first of the two terms on the right hand side of 
the displacement expressions in AL15 correspond to the 
velocity terms. The attempts were unsuccessful.
±p i
A 1.2 ’Zero pressure gradient’ boundary condition fLor__slnt i_c__c a s.e.
Equating equation AL 3 and equation AL 5 for the 
static case,
M 1 dp _ -    Kl'AO ^  ^ ~ Tzrffi d©
(pressure flow) (shear flow)
For laminar flow it can be seen that the total flow 
is made up of a continuous shear component and a pressure 
component which therefore must also be continuous. If 
it is assumed that the oil pressure cannot become negative 
(cavitation), it follows that to avoid flow discontinuity 
at the end of the pressure profile, the pressure flow and 
hence the pressure gradient will be zero. The boundary 
conditions indicated are therefore
p = 0 at 8 = 0 1 ___________________ A1.21P = ^  = 0 at & =
Although it is clear that the second order Reynold’s 
equation for a long bearing can only satisfy two 
independent boundary conditions, it can be shown - as by 
Pinkus & Sternlicht (ref. 4 ) - that the last two 
conditions of equation AL 21 are not necessarily 
independent. Calculated pressure profiles satisfying 
all three conditions of equation AL 2JL are in good

agreement with, experimental evidence and Pinkus & 
Sternlicht have assembled several tables of bearing 
running data based on these conditions.
A 1.3 Incorrect simple relations between thevelocity force coefficients and displacement force coefficients of a long bearing based on the static 'zero pressure gradient’ boundary condition
If it is assumed that the boundary conditions equation 
A l .21 are at least approximately true for the dynamic case, 
equation A l .7 becomes
g  = (e+r+ ^ s ) ( cos9 - oos6z.)-(s —%rf ) ( s in 8 - sin&z. )3h-
A l . 22
After a procedure similar to that described in 
section A 1.1, the following simple relation was found 
between the velocity and displacement force coefficients
brs — 2 ^ss
^ss -2 ^rs
^sr -2 ^rr
brr
2 T 2 e ‘'rs ^

The relations for the two coefficients and b^^
agree with those found in the previous analysis equation 
ALI9 . The relations for the other two coefficients are 
quite different from the previous analysis and trials 
stability calculations using them have yielded predictions 
which are far removed from observed behaviour.
A 1.4 Incompatibility of the 'zero pressure gradient' type of boundary condition for the dynamic case
By adopting the two boundary conditions
and
p = 0 at
dpp = K d0
e- =9,
at 6“ = 6^
Pinkus & Sternlicht (ref. 4) were able to show that 
there existed a condition for which
P = 3 | - » at
AI.23
AI.24
independently of the value of K. In the present 
notation, the condition was expressible in the form
I cos©^ = K   AI.25
When the same end conditions equation Al 23 are 
tried for the dynamic case, to satisfy the requirements 
equation AU 24, in addition to the condition equation AL 25, 
a second condition was found:
I sin 8' = J AL26

VTtie conditions could be deduced by comparing 
equation AL22 with Alll.
An oil pressure profile satisfying equation A126 is 
quite incompatible with those observed experimentally. 
Hence it must be concluded that a 'zero pressure gradient* 
condition is not satisfied in the dynamic case.
Attempts to incorporate a modified 'zero pressure 
gradient' condition were not successful.
A P P E N D I X
Orthogonal pron_e_rtije.s of the characteristicdeflection modes.
The characteristic equation 2*13 can be written
' V ^11 ^ 2 ^ 3
= ^ 2 % 2 G 3 s2 A 2.1
."3. _ ^3 ^3_ _ _  ^3_
Let the roots of the frequency determinant corresponding
to equation A 2.1, , ^ 2 ’^  different from each other
(this will always be the case for a single span rotor) and 
let the characteristic deflection modes corresponding to 
each root be expressed as s ^11 21 31 12 22 32
respectively where the shape but not the
scale factor of each mode is known 
then follows from equation A 2.1:
' 0 0
0 % 0
0 0 ^
The following identity
s' s' s'21 22
/ / / s s s L 31 32 33J
.th
^ 2 ^ 3 < 2 ^13
% 2 s'21 22 ®23 A2.2
^ 3 ^3_ _®3l ®32 S33
of equation A 2.2 by the
kth deflection mode
; g/ s'Ik °2k “ 31.3 < 3  
4 j
L^3A
Transposing both sides : 
/ / /nr /
-®lk ®2k ®3kl
r®lj ®2j ®3j] "1Ik
/
2k
K j  s i
t- t
'Ï2 ^ 3
^ 2 ■^ 22 % 3
^ 3 ^ 3 ^23
'^11 ^ 2 "^3
^ 2 % 2 r-^23
% 3 ^ 3 C33
/ „ / / n
'ij 2 j s j
/ • 
4 j
u 4j.
r / - 
^Ik
4 k
L^3kJ
Ik
^2k
/
3k J
re Ik
4 k
0
Hence [ < ®2j ®3j]
/ 1 Ik
2k
L 4kj
A 2. 3

When the product of two deflection modes is zero as above, 
the modes are said to be orthogonal.
Since the modes have an arbitrary scale factor, 
the following conditions imply no loss of generality:
^ij Ij
2J =  1 for j = 1 n
Modes subject to this condition are called normalised
modes and their components will be written as S In
the present case, because of the symmetry of the L jk J
matrix in A 2.1, the normalised modal matrix is symmetric 
and the orthogonal property can therefore be simply 
expressed as
"^11 ^12 s 1 13 s11 ^12 ^13 ” 1 0 0
s S s s S s 0 1 012 22 23 12 22 23
S S s S S s 0 0 113 23 33 13 23 33
A 2 5
Thus if the modal matrices in equation A 2.2 were 
normalised and then both sides of the equation post­
multiplied by the normalised modal matrix the following 
result is obtained :
^ 2 4.3
^ 2 ^ 2 %
1^3 G3 t^3
®12 ®13
®12 ®22 ®23
S S S L 13 23 33
0 0
0 % 0
0 0
®11 ®12 ^ 3
®12 ®22 ®23
S S S 13 23 33
A 2.6

A P P E N D I X  3
'Moment Distribution method for calculating the influence 
coefficients of a rigidly coupled, multir-span rotor on 
flexible supports.
The Moment Distribution method is an iterative process 
with the following procedure (which will refer to Fig. 2.3):
A rotational restraint is put on the rotor at its 
journals before any inter-span loads or journal displacements 
are allowed. After the rotor has been loaded and any 
journal displacements have taken place, the imposed 
rotational restraint is removed frpm one journal. The 
opposing moments set up at the journal by the loading and 
displacements are equalised and the moments at the 
restrained journals on either side of the released journal 
are adjusted until equilibrium is established. The
rotational restraint is then re-applied at this journal.
The process is repeated several times for each journal until 
equilibrium is maintained without the rotational restraints.
Referring to Fig 2.5> for simplicity it is assumed 
that for each rotor the transverse bending stiffness at all 
sections are equal. Then the fixing moments required at 
each journal due to inter-span forces and journal displace­
ments are shown in Fig. A 3*la and Fig. A 3•lb respectively.
The ratio in which to distribute an unbalanced moment 
at a journal when the rotational restraint is removed is
shown in Fig. A 3.2.
When the fixed moments have been completely distri­
buted, a typical balanced journal moment will be of the 
form:
P“l V o' \J '
" * *  **" oà(^owc y ^  Jin oiP>no Jno
__________  A 3.
where cvi etc. are the interspan force coefficients
ccL (^oo. etc. are the journal displacement coefficients
The effect of the end moments and the interspan
forces on the rotor elastic deflection is shown in Fig.
A 3 • 3q* and Fig, A 3 • 3b respectively.
Fig. A 3-30 shows a typical span with all interspan 
forces and moments present. The total effect can be 
expressed as
i^k ^  Ck^cj   A 3.2
Substituting into A3 ,2 from A 3*1
j=l ( - Lk^  '*  ^ ^ij
)F^j
+ ( - ik^:h Cn^ crcv ) ^ o a
^  ^ ^^ax
( cul^ no - ik'^ w :"P"° )^no ___________ A 3.3
+
4-

i.e. 1C ^ [g]
A 3-^

A P P E N D I X  4
Diagonal!sation of the flexibility matrix of a rigidly 
coupled multi-span rotor*
It has been explained in Section 2.2 - 1 that the 
diagonal!sation of a high order matrix is awkward. The 
following solution for a multi-span rotor is in terms of 
the diagonalisations of the flexibility matrices of the 
individual rotors when uncoupled. In practice it is 
probable that the individual diagonalisations would be 
done in any case (partly to assist in the balancing 
procedure of the individual rotors).
Consider the rigidly coupled rotor on simple supports 
shown diagrammatically in Pig. A 4.1.
Let the deflections y , y, and the journal transverse^ a D
rotations result from the mutual moments
only.
Let the deflections r , r, and the journal transversea 'A, D
rotations ( 8^- ) result only from the
interspan inertia forces P P respectively. Then;^ a /\.Q
= M M  M
=  K I M  K  - Ib)
X (y
The equations A 4.1 are of the form of equation 2.1? 
and upon being diagonalised like it lead to the equations:
X .  ■ [“.1 jf. ----------------
h ,  - W  i b
where juj is defined in equation 2.23 and equation 2 .2 6 . 
In the present case,
where displacement slope matrices.
Hence :
fb = L^bl^b] Gob
Let (   A 4.5
( 6b- Gob ) = [&b] %b
where {&&] and are slope force matrices. Substituting
>6..,   A 4.6
[k m i K ]  ) e.k
  A 4.7
from equation A 4.4
= (l +
^ L  = (1 +
If M  =a 5 . G oca
and ^  = G.b

where ^ ^  and are moment slope coefficients, then
there are two compatibility conditions at the common 
support:
= Bb   A 4.8
M = — Mla b
Using equation A 4*7 the second compatibility condition 
gives r
- f  e,k --------------------  'occ <x
Substituting A 4*9 into A 4.6 and using the first 
compatibility condition:
(1 + ) = (1 +
CK
■ ' ■ 4 ^  M * P b M W  - - ( I " . 1)
Y  Y___________________   A 4.10
When the matrices of equation A 4.10 are multiplied 
out and terms collected, the following form of frequency 
equation can be obtained:
^  V ^ ^  V V /
Y  M a  + ......+ ^  + ...... + 1
A 4.11

where etc. are the collected terms from the above
matrix multiplication after » I?b^ have been
expressed as shown in equation 2 .26.
This frequency equation is in a relatively simple 
form for solution.
1Now [kîa Zb] - E“ al 0
0 Tw 1L + ^b
A 4.12
corresponding to equation 2 .16.
Also from equation A 4.4 and using equation A 4.9
fl a ^ b J a
0 1 b
f f ] = Go I A 4.13
Equating equation A 4 - 12 and equation A 4 - 13
y 4- r a a zz >aT^ 0 y ola r > tb-
b^'^  'ThI— I 0 K f , ■ 0 b* — 1 A 4.14
Thus the modal shapes corresponding to the solutions 
of the frequency equation A 4 - 11 can be obtained by 
substituting those solutions into equation A 4 - l4.
The treatment could be extended to deal with several 
rigidly coupled rotors•
A P P E N D I X  5 
Apparatus for rotor whirl measurement
A photograph of the integrating console and the
oscilloscope with camera is given in Fig. A 3*1* A
photograph of the arrangement of a pair of moving coil 
transducers relative to a journal is given in Fig A 3*2,
Amplitude measurement: The conversion factor of the
moving coil transducers is quoted as .302 cm/sec. To
obtain a useful measure of small amplitudes it is therefore 
necessary to integrate the transducer's outputs with 
respect to time and to amplify them. Each of the two
channels of the circuit shown diagrammatically in Fig.
A.3-3» was designed to fulfil both of these functions 
using a solid state operational amplifier. The design
factors are given in Fig. A 3*4.
For each of the control switch positions A, B, C the 
signals from each pair of transducers were integrated, 
amplified and connected to the corresponding terminals of 
an X “ Y oscilloscope. Thus, after calibration, the 
amplitudes of the orbital motion of the rotor in the three 
transducer planes could be measured from the displays on 
the oscilloscope screen. In fact the actual measurements 
were made from magnified projections of filmed records of

the displays.
Phase measurement: The remaining six positions of the
control switch allowed a determination of the phase of the 
displacement at each transducer relative to the deliberate 
rotor out-of-balance. The mode of operation will be 
illustrated for position corresponding to the vertical
probe at plane A.
The transducer signal was integrated and amplified 
by channel Y and then connected to the Y terminal of the 
oscilloscope as for the amplitude measurements. The
output signal from the Y channel was also connected to the 
input of channel X and after a second integration and 
amplification was connected to the X terminal of the 
oscilloscope. When the original signal was simple
harmonic, at the oscilloscope the 'X* signal was in 
quadrature with the 'Y ' signal and therefore the oscillo­
scope trace was an ellipse, the principal axes of which 
coincided with the horizontal and vertical directions of 
the oscilloscope axes. When the trace components were
made equal (coarse control on oscilloscope, fine control 
on the variable potentiometer of the integrating circuit), 
a circle was obtained. The modification of the brightness
of this circle by pulses from a photo-electric transducer 
scanning tapes aligned with the position of the deliberate

out-of-balance provided the required phase reference.
The relative position of the out-of-balance weight, the 
tapes and the photo-electric transducer are shown in 
Fig. A 5*3 from which it can be seen that the same phase 
datum was chosen as for the theoretical results, namely 
the X direction. The sequence of the uneven tape widths
indicated the direction in which the lag angles should be 
measured. As for the amplitude measurements, the phase 
angles were measured from magnified projections of filmed 
records of the displays.
Calibration: The calibration of the system was
done by a direct method and checked by two indirect methods.
The direct calibration was done as follows. The 
surface of an aluminium rod was 'turned' by a clamped 
tool while the rod was gripped by and rotated with the 
tool chuck of a jig borer. After 'turning,’ the rod 
was traversed 0.005 i^ radially by a calibrated screw 
normally used for setting cuts on the borer (the 
eccentricity was also checked independently with a clock 
gauge), and then rotated about the borer axis so as to 
communicate a simple harmonic motion to the contacting 
probe of a transducer. With the transducer signal 
passing through the console and displayed on the

oscilloscope, the calibrating potentiometer in the 
integrating circuit was adjusted to give an oscilloscope 
trace amplitude of 2 in (peak to peak) for an 
oscilloscope setting of 5 The gain switch of the
oscilloscope then allowed a wide range of overall 
amplitude gains of up to x 10,000. The outputs of
all six transducers were compared and no difference was 
found between them.
Immediately after the direct calibration, an 
oscillator was coupled across the input terminals of a 
channel of the console while a transducer was also 
connected across them. The oscillator output voltage 
and frequency were accurately measured while they were 
varied throughout the ranges of interest, while the 
corresponding console output was measured. By this
means the linearity of the measuring system was proved 
and, using the transducer conversion factor of .302
cm/sec the calibration was cross-checked.
Finally, a .5 mV square wave was available at the 
oscilloscope for its calibration. The form of the
triangular wave which resulted when it was integrated by 
the console provided a further check on the integrity of 
the integration. The amplitude of the triangular wave 
was noted after the system had been calibrated by the 
direct method and this served as a quick calibration

check which was used on numerous occasions during the 
experiments.
n : ■
A P P E N D I X ______ 6
Analytical equivalence and numerical comparison of instability criteria.
A ,6 - 1 A. Stable conditions below twice
first natural frequency.
Possibly the earliest proposed criterion of stability
of a flexible rotor was that the running frequency should
not exceed twice the first rotor natural frequency/^ \ \ 2(calculated on simple supports). The ratio ( ~ )  in\Mp/the stability relationship can be interpreted physically as
_ ck radial clearance of bearingW static deflection of rotor due tobearing load
For a rotor supported in bearings with a clearance 
much smaller than the static deflection of the centre 
mass of the rotor, as can easily be the case in model 
rotors, the left hand side of equation 5.9 is practically 
zero and the criterion reduces to
0 -C  P -r - Q A 6.1
For a wide range of bearing conditions (Fig, 5.3)
R i iP ' 4, Then inequalityA^.1 becomes
1
k
which, is the above stability criterion,
A ,6 - 2 Rigid Rotor analyses
A rigid rotor is the limiting case of becoming 
very large and hence in criterion 5.9 the effect of the 
constant Q becomes negligible. The criterion reduces
, 0 0  p /
2
j p /  p
which is the same as equation 5.5.
B Holmes (ref. 15 ) Correlating notations from1Pig, A 6,1, values of p  are obtainable directly from 
Holmes* Pig. 3* Three values of Q are also obtainable 
from his Pig, 3 using the three points for which correspon­
ding values of frequency ratio and ” are given by 
substituting into equation 5.7. Alternatively, to obtain 
Q values for a wider range of bearing conditions, use can 
be made of a later diagram given by Holmes (ref, 59 ), and

the following form of inequality at the stability limit
P -Q 4 ' "^r Wp'
Korovchinskii*s Fig. 5 (ref. 8 ) corresponds to
1Holme’s Fig. 3 and takes ^  account of th_e effect of — 
ratio.
A . 6 3 Flexible rotor analyses
C Hori (ref. l4)
Hori arrived at a stability criterion of the form
F(Aj 2 m  6 K-(iC„) + 1 F1
A 6.2
the notation being as defined in Fig. A 6.1. The
calculated results are given'in a chart showing critical
I p f^p\ ^values of---— — =4,-r in terms of the eccentricitym S  I W r j  \2
ratio k with -2—- — ^  = — \ as a parameter.o mS I Wi/
Writing equation A 6.2 in the present notation
2 T- . 2
to <“.) [ ■'2< '‘o)
Multiplying through by/^1' and rearranging gives

1   1
which, is precisely the general form being used.
D Pinkus & Sternlicht (ref, 4).
Immediately preceding their final equation 8.44, 
the following expression is found:
AThe term g may be identified not by the definition 
given in equations 8*39 but rather by inference between 
equations 8.36 and 8.38 as
A =s Xüo
a factor of 2 being dropped to allow for the fact that the 
analysis is apparently based on the stiffness k for the 
whole shaft (two halves) and only on one bearing.

By reference to equation 8.3 and tables 8.1 and 8.2,
Xu) = ^ is the load on each journal. It can
also be shown that fo is the reciprocal of the Sommerfeld 
number. Hence
= f
in the present notation. Thus, rewriting equation A 6.3
1and noting that — 2 " ( T J have
2
fo/j? 4ul_ +  —S ûri 0
That i s = p
p,
'U3;
jJ.
where =
to  f p
and Q
ap
f o
E Morrison (ref. 18)
Morrison’s stability criterion was expressed in 
the form
_  ^2 
^3
ck
w
1^2^3
This translates directly to

P
(A
tO- Q
F Someya (ref. 25)
Someya's linear stability criterion is expressed 
in the form
where
WCJk
LO-
w. in the
present notation. Rearranging after squaring:
o p 1 nM. s(e) ^^r j
where P = 1m  s(e) and Q nms(e)
Perhaps the simplest method of obtaining P and Q 
values from Someyjîs stability chart is to read off 
corresponding values of çj:r and XL for a particular
1 Mk'  ^eccentricity. If then is plotted againstI
I(i.e. in present notation! q — J is plotted against
U)i\2 \ ^Jthe slope and intercept of the straight line obtained
are the required values of P ’and Q respectively. The
values given in Fig. 5*4 were obtained in this way.
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